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TAC: Fire
Total Mods for Fire in Approved as Modified: 1
Total Mods for report: 205

Sub Code: Building

F8224

1

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.7

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Lynn Miller
No

Approved as Modified
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Brings back door threshold requirements in the 5th Edition of the FBC (2014) that were inadvertently left out of the 6th Edition (2017)
version.
Rationale
This language was provided in the 2014 FBC and was not brought into the 2017 version of the Code (inadvertently).
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies code requirements for water-rated doors.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Does not impact cost of compliance with the code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Does not impact cost of compliance with the code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Does not impact cost of compliance with the code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Does not adversely affect the health, safety, and welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by providing clarification for water-rated doors.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade effectiveness.
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8224-R1

Revision Detail

Alternate Language

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Lynn Miller

Submitted

2/15/2019

Attachments

Yes

8224-A1

Rationale
This language was provided in the 2014 FBC and was not brought into the 2017 version of the Code (inadvertently).
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies code requirements for water-rated doors.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Does not impact cost of compliance with the code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Does not impact cost of compliance with the code.
Impact to Small Business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Does not impact cost of compliance with the code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Does not adversely affect the health, safety, and welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by providing clarification for water-rated doors.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade effectiveness.
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Text Modification

Text of Mod 8224

1010.1.7 Thresholds.
Thresholds at doorways shall not exceed 3/4 inch (19.1 mm) in height above the finished floor or
landing for sliding doors serving dwelling units or 1/2 inch (12.7 mm) above the finished floor or
landing for other doors. Raised thresholds and floor level changes greater than 1/4 inch (6.4 mm)
at doorways shall be beveled with a slope not greater than one unit vertical in two units
horizontal (50-percent slope).
Exceptions:
1. In occupancy Group R-2 or R-3, threshold heights for sliding and side-hinged exterior
doors shall be permitted to be up to 7-3/4 inches (197 mm) in height if all of the following
apply:
1.1.The door is not part of the required means of egress.
1.2.The door is not part of an accessible route as required by Chapter 11.
2. For exterior doors serving dwelling units, thresholds at doorways shall not exceed the
height required to pass the water resistance test of ANSI/AAMA/WDMA 101/I.S.2, or TAS 202
for high-velocity hurricane zones, or the maximum allowable height difference between interior
floor levels. Exterior floor level shall comply with the following:
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Sub Code: Building

F7518

2

Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The Code contains requirements regarding children's play structures. However, no definition exists and there have been discussions
that there is some ambiguity about what is meant by the term, thus a definition should be included under Chapter 2.
Rationale
Sections of the Code contain requirements regarding children&#39;s play structures. However, no definition exists and there have
been discussions that there is some ambiguity about what is meant by the term. The concept incorporated into this definition is that a
children&#39;s play structure is one that: (a) is constructed of combustible materials, (b) is a structure into which the user (typically a
child) enters and (c) has at least one structural component.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assists enforcement by providing good definition and ability to better define components of a play structure
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact as just defining
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This will be a positive impact on welfare of users by better defining equipment and safety aspects
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
By providing a definition that highlights the equipment allows for better focus and applicable enforcement for safety and welfare
aspects
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves process and effectiveness
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F7519

3

Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Currently the definition for sleeping unit could be interpreted to be just a bedroom. When these bedrooms are combined into suites,
they should be considered as one sleeping unit, so this definitions better identifies the variations.
Rationale
Some hotel rooms, assisted living and dormitories are designed as suites. In a hotel or assisted living space, common designs are one
or two bedrooms a living space and private bath. In a dorm, common designs are two rooms with a private bath between; or three or
four bedrooms with a living space and private bathrooms. These units act as a group similar to an apartment. Currently the definition
for sleeping unit could be interpreted to be just a bedroom. When these bedrooms are combined into suites, they should be
considered as one sleeping unit.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Definition will assist in proper classification and review of projects as well as proper enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improved definition assists in proper enforcement which assists in welfare and safety areas
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves and helps in enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Definition does not have impact on this
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7524

4

Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Ann Russo5

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Private garages can also be used by the owners of the building, so a definition will provide proper use and context.
Rationale
Private garages can also be used by the owners of a building.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Better definition assists in plan review, inspection and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The definition allows better focus and enforcement with regards to better safety and user welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves effectiveness
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F7526

5

Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
To identify that "soft-contained play equipment structures" are those that contain pliable materials and where the user is enclosed.
Rationale
Section 424 discusses children&#39;s play structures and a definition is being proposed for that. Items 3, 6 and 7 of 424.2 also talks
about &quot;soft-contained play equipment structures&quot;, and a definition is being proposed for that as well, to identify that
&quot;soft- contained play equipment structures&quot; are those that contain pliable materials and where the user is enclosed.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Definition will improve enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Assists in proper selection of products meeting safety and related requirements
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Proper definition will assist is defining and selection by user of products appropriate and safe for their intended use
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides for more focused product selection
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate but provides better definition for product selection
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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F7689

6

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/5/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

George Wiggins (BOAF)
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
none
Summary of Modification
Changes Definition of "Change of Occupancy" by clarification of meaning and in a bulleted text for clarity.
Rationale
Provides clarity to definition of &quot;Change of Occupancy&quot; in a bulleted format
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarifies definition of &quot;Change of Occupancy&quot;
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves understanding of scope of &quot;Change of Occupancy&quot;
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Neutral to discrimination in these areas
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Neutral in this area
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F7769

7

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Defining open air assembly
Rationale
As there is no current definition for this, it is defined for ease of enforcement and correct application of other Code requirements
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Definition will allow for proper Code enforcement in this use
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by focusing on use and coordinating with other requirements
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7770

8

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Defining open air assembly by eliminating conflict with other definition
Rationale
Better defined for ease of enforcement and correct application of other Code requirements
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Definition will allow for proper Code enforcement in this use
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by focusing on use and coordinating with other requirements
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7133
Date Submitted
Chapter

9
10/18/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Steve Thomas
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
New 503.1.4
Summary of Modification
This change provides language outlining that occupied roofs shall be classified as an occupancy. The code cannot be used without
knowing the occupancy of a space. Therefore, this change is a clarification to the current code requirements.
Rationale
Many buildings are being built or altered to create an occupied roof. The code is not clear as to the requirements for these
&quot;spaces&quot;. Chapter 10 takes care of the means of egress requirements. But, the rest of the code does not address these
issues. Some areas are used as gathering spaces, dining areas, swimming pools, etc. The question has come up as to whether these
uses are an &quot;occupancy&quot;. Some jurisdictions classify them as occupancies and others do not. We were originally going to
look at writing a much larger change that would state that they are not occupancies and provide exceptions throughout the code.
However, the fact is that the code is an occupancy driven document. Therefore, we decided to use similar language in Section 302.1
combined with the language in Section 1004.5. An occupied roof would be classified to an occupancy that it most resembles. For
example, a roof off of a private office would be classified as a Group B occupancy. However a roof above a restaurant would be
classified as a Group A-2 occupancy.

This proposal provides users of the code some guidance and clarification on how to apply the provisions to an occupied roof.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact. This is just a clarification of the code requirements to assist the local entity
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact. This is just a clarification that will actually assist the owner by knowing how to address occupied roofs.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact. This is just a clarification
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no impact on small business. This is just a clarification to assist in how small businesses would
handle occupied roofs that they are already doing.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
By classifying an occupied roof as an occupancy, the health, safety and welfare provisions of the code can be applied equally.
Right now there is not language to clarify that the occupied roof is an occupancy. Therefore, code officials are forced to make
things up.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The proposal strengthens the code by clarifying that an occupied roof is an occupancy so that the provisions of the code can be
applied equally.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This has no impact on materials, etc. This just a clarification of the code.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This helps with the effectiveness of the code by clarifying that an occupied roof is considered an occupancy.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/20/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

307.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification adds stationary fuel cell power systems, capacitor energy storage systems, and modifies stationary
storage battery systems in the list of items that exempt hazardous classification of the occupancy.
Rationale
This proposed modification adds &quot;stationary fuel cell power systems&quot; and &quot;capacitor energy storage systems&quot; to
the list of items that can be stored, used, or handled in an occupancy without having to classify the building as Group H. This simply
recognizes that other energy technologies exist on the market today similar to item 9 for &quot;stationary storage battery
systems&quot; that is being revised to correlate with the two new items mentioned. It does not make sense to only exempt batteries
when fuel cell and capacitor systems have essential the same hazard or risk associated with them. All three items now point to the
FFPC which contains strict rules for these energy systems to prevent fire and other occupancy hazards.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact industry.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by ensuring these
systems meet the requirements of the FFPC where stored, handled, or used in an occupancy.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by recognizing other energy systems on the market similar to
batteries which are currently on the list of items in the Section.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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11

Date Submitted
Chapter

11/27/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

307

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Richard Schauland
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Please refer to the attached file. The documentation for this proposal exceeds the 300 character limit.
Rationale
This proposal brings the Florida Building Code, Building in line with the Florida Fire Prevention Code’s referenced standard, NFPA 30B
Code for the Manufacture and Storage of Aerosol Products, 2015 Edition.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There may be no impact to local entities relative to the enforcement of the code as this is an update of terminology.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposal will not increase the cost of construction as this is an update on terminology.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposal will not increase the cost of construction as this is an update on terminology.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposal will not increase the cost of construction as this is an update on terminology.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal is about standardizing terminology between different codes and their referenced standards. It provides clarity to the
code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal does not strengthen the Code, it standardizes terminology between different codes and their referenced standards.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposal does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal helps the effectiveness of the code by standardizing terminology between different codes and their referenced
standards.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/27/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

311

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Richard Schauland
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Please refer to the attached file. The documentation for this proposal exceeds the 300 character limit.
Rationale
This proposal brings the Florida Building Code, Building in line with the Florida Fire Prevention Code’s referenced standard, NFPA 30B
Code for the Manufacture and Storage of Aerosol Products, 2015 Edition
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There may be no impact to local entities relative to the enforcement of the code as this is an update of terminology.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposal will not increase the cost of construction as this is an update on terminology.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposal will not increase the cost of construction as this is an update on terminology.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposal will not increase the cost of construction as this is an update on terminology.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal is about standardizing terminology between different codes and their referenced standards. It provides clarity to the
code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal does not strengthen the Code, it standardizes terminology between different codes and their referenced standards.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposal does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal helps the effectiveness of the code by standardizing terminology between different codes and their referenced
standards.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

310.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Provides clarification on uses for R-2 and R-3 based on size (number of occupants).
Rationale
The proposal provides a needed clarification of the uses which can be either an R-2 or an R-3 based on size (number of occupants.).
The modification removes text which is redundant with the charging language of Section 310.4. Since both R-2 and R-3 are required to
be provided within automatic sprinkler system, occupants in both occupancies are afforded that protection.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies enforcement and requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minimal
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves protection of occupants safety and welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by clarifying requirements
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not by actually improving effectiveness
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

310.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
310.5.2
Summary of Modification
This proposal further refines the added language by inserting "owner occupied" which is a qualifier already in the Code; by clarifying
that the lodging use is of a "transient" nature consistent with other Group R-3 use language.
Rationale
This proposal further refines the added language by inserting &quot;owner occupied&quot; which is a qualifier already in the Code; by
clarifying that the lodging use is of a &quot;transient&quot; nature consistent with other Group R-3 use language. It further ties in the
10 or fewer occupant load criteria which is also intended for consistency with the current Board house language, a lodging house is a
form of a boarding house.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies language allowing for better enforcement of requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety for occupants by clarifying requirements in select uses and occupant loads
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code enforcement and safety aspects for occupants
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves Code effectiveness
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

310.5.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
310.5
Summary of Modification
This proposal further refines the added language by inserting "owner occupied" which is a qualifier already in the Code; by clarifying
that the lodging use is of a "transient" nature consistent with other Group R-3 use language.
Rationale
This proposal further refines the added language by inserting &quot;owner occupied&quot; which is a qualifier already in the Code; by
clarifying that the lodging use is of a &quot;transient&quot; nature consistent with other Group R-3 use language. It further ties in the
10 or fewer occupant load criteria which is also intended for consistency with the current Board house language, a lodging house is a
form of a boarding house.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies language allowing for better enforcement of requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety for occupants by clarifying requirements in select uses and occupant loads
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code enforcement and safety aspects for occupants
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves Code effectiveness
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

311.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The subject of storage rooms has been discussed since the first edition of the Code. The original code considered storage rooms as
incidental uses. This will better define that space's usage.
Rationale
The subject of storage rooms has been discussed since the first edition of the Code. The original code considered storage rooms as
incidental uses and required them to be separated from the remainder of the building or be provided with a fire extinguishing system.
The original requirement was based on health care uses, but was not introduced that way. That provision was deleted from the
Incidental Use Table because it was causing problems with the design of buildings and there was no technical justification to maintain
the requirement.

The previous Code edition was revised with the above section limiting the area to 100 square feet once again. However, it does not tell
the user what to do if it exceeds 100 square feet. There was also no technical justification provided to support the 100 square foot limit.
This proposal deletes the square footage limit as well as deleting the last sentence that did not give any direction as to what
occupancy was to be used to determine the maximum aggregate area.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies section and eliminates possible confusion for designer and plan reviewers
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarifies requirements and removes confusion as to technical requirements allowing for better definition in accordance to use
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies requirements and allows for consideration of what is being stored there and impact on life safety requirements
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

312.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This addition identifies the placement of communication equipment structures less than 1,500 sq ft gross into Group U.
Rationale
This addition identifies the placement of communication equipment structures less than 1,500 square feet gross into Group U. The
selection of 1,500 square feet is a typical structure size that would be visited infrequently by only authorized and knowledgeable
personnel. The characteristics of &quot;Structures housing accessory equipment that is part of a utility or communications system are
often classified as Group U occupancies when there is no intent that these structures be occupied except for servicing and maintaining
the equipment with the structure. A pump house for a water or sewage system or equipment building at the base of a
telecommunication tower is an example of such buildings&quot;. This proposal memorializes the communication equipment structures
under the U group and continues to require conformance to basis fire and life hazard while better identifying the occupancy and
activities intended for the structure. The thousands of existing and future structures of this occupancy range from a small subterranean
room, on-grade equipment housing or small communications structure visited only for equipment installation and maintenance will
benefit from this clarification.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies usage and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarification will have small and positive impact on safety and general welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens Code via clarification
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for Bison
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
503.1.4
Summary of Modification
Adds provisions for occupied roofs.
Rationale
(Note: This is extracted from the ICC proponent’s reason. For the full text see the Uploaded Support File.)

Commenter&#39;s Reason: There were several proposed changes to deal with occupied roofs submitted for this code cycle. All of
them were disapproved by the General Committee. The proponents of all of those proposals have come together to develop one public
comment to address this important issue. Building departments are seeing more and more roofs being occupied. The purpose of this
public comment is to provide some direction to the code official in dealing with these uses. The code defines a story as &quot;that
portion of a building included between the upper surface of a floor and the upper surface of the floor or roof next above.&quot; While
other proposals have been submitted to address the question whether or not an occupied roof would add to the number of stories, it is
the opinion of the submitters that the code already addresses when a portion of the building is considered a story as indicated in the
definition of Story. An uncovered roof deck is clearly not a story, because there is no floor or roof above.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Occupied roofs are becoming more common and the propose will help to assure the health, safety, and welfare of members of
the public using such facilities.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change to the code was will improve the code by helping to assure the safety of the public using such facilities.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/20/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

405.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification changes fire pumps for underground buildings to an emergency power load from a standby power load.
Rationale
In the 2015 IBC, Section 403.4.8 (High-rise buildings), the redundant power source requirements for electrically powered fire pumps
was changed from stand-by power to emergency power. This proposed change applies the same requirement to Underground
Buildings as it is possible for a single building to qualify as both an underground building and a high-rise building. As such, these
provisions should be consistent between the two requirement sets to avoid potential design conflicts.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners unless the cost is passed on
to the consumer by the builder.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will increase the cost of compliance to industry to meet the more stringent requirements for an
emergency system verses a legally required standby system.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by harmonizing power
load requirements in high-rise buildings with those in underground buildings along with coordinating the FBC-B with the FFPC.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by ensuring fire pump loads are on emergency systems which
are more robust and effective verses standby systems.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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F7390
Date Submitted
Chapter

20
11/21/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

412.6.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo2
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
412.6.4
Summary of Modification
Aligns the aircraft paint hangar spray equipment cleaning and storage provisions with the fundamental system of classifying
hazardous areas in accordance with Section 307.1 and result in more consistent application of Florida Fire Prevention Code and
Florida Building Code provisions.
Rationale
The current spray equipment cleaning operations provisions in Section 412.6.3 that such operations be conducted in a liquid use,
dispensing and mixing room and storage provisions in Section 412.6.4 requiring a liquid storage room are fairly absolute. The Section
412.6.3 specific requirement overlooks two important aspects. First, flammable or combustible liquids may not be used in the cleaning
operation. Many new solvents in use today are not flammable nor combustible and many companies are utilizing these products in an
effort to avoid environmental restrictions. Secondly, spray equipment can often be cleaned using minimal amounts of flammable or
combustible solvents not in excess of maximum allowable quantities. In either event, the requirement for spray equipment cleaning
operations to be conducted in a liquid use, dispensing and mixing room is unduly restrictive and unnecessary.
Similarly, Section 412.6.4 assumes storage of flammable liquids in amounts in excess of the maximum allowable quantities per control
area in Table 307.1(1) which may or may not be the case.
Approval of this proposal would align the aircraft paint hangar spray equipment cleaning and storage provisions with the fundamental
system of classifying hazardous areas in accordance with Section 307.1 and result in more consistent application of Florida Fire
Prevention Code and Florida Building Code provisions.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will have no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. Approval would reduce the cost of construction for facilities where quantities of
flammable and combustible liquids less than the maximum
allowable quantity per control are used or stored.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. Approval would reduce the cost of construction for facilities where quantities of
flammable and combustible liquids less than the maximum
allowable quantity per control are used or stored.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction. Approval would reduce the cost of construction for facilities
where quantities of flammable and combustible liquids less than the maximum
allowable quantity per control are used or stored.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Reduces the cost of construction for facilities where quantities of flammable and combustible liquids less than the maximum
allowable quantity per control are used or stored.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Aligns the aircraft paint hangar spray equipment cleaning and storage provisions with the fundamental system of classifying
hazardous areas in accordance with Section 307.1 and results in more consistent application of Florida Fire Prevention Code and
Florida Building Code provisions.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Has no effect on construction materials, products, or methods of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Will not degrade the effective of the code, but eases restrictions where such are unnecessary for the use and occupancy of the
building.
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F7511
Date Submitted
Chapter

21
12/14/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

406.8.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Tim Earl
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7511 (Section 406.8.3)7546 (Section 424.2)
7547 (Sections 804.2 and 804.3)
7548 (Section 35)
Summary of Modification
This change adds ASTM E648 as an option to NFPA 253, since they are equivalent tests. This is the same thing we do for Steiner
Tunnel testing, where the code (throughout) requires testing to ASTM E84 or UL 723.
Rationale
ASTM E648 is technically equivalent to NFPA 253. Since the flooring industry routinely references ASTM E648, this proposal will
remove confusion when test reports reference the ASTM test instead of the NFPA test. This proposal also correlates with the 2018
IBC.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This change may result in a small costs savings to industry, since those who submit ASTM E648 test reports currently have to
either ask the lab to provide another test report referencing NFPA 253, or have a code consultant explain to the code official that
they are equivalent tests.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By
explicitly allowing both tests in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the
issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead of NFPA 253.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This section is about the fire performance of flooring products, which is critical to life safety. The change itself simply improves
the usability of the code by recognizing two equivalent tests instead of one.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This change is material neutral, as flooring products are tested in an identical manner using ASTM E648 or NFPA 253. The only
difference is what is listed on the test report.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
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F7546
Date Submitted
Chapter

22
12/14/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

424.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Tim Earl
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7511 (Section 406.8.3)
7547 (Sections 804.2 and 804.3)
7548 (Section 35)
Summary of Modification
This change adds ASTM E648 as an option to NFPA 253, since they are equivalent tests. This is the same thing we do for Steiner
Tunnel testing, where the code (throughout) requires testing to ASTM E84 or UL 723.
Rationale
ASTM E648 is technically equivalent to NFPA 253. Since the flooring industry routinely references ASTM E648, this proposal will
remove confusion when test reports reference the ASTM test instead of the NFPA test. This proposal also correlates with the 2018
IBC.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This change may result in a small costs savings to industry, since those who submit ASTM E648 test reports currently have to
either ask the lab to provide another test report referencing NFPA 253, or have a code consultant explain to the code official that
they are equivalent tests.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By
explicitly allowing both tests in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the
issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead of NFPA 253.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This section is about the fire performance of flooring products, which is critical to life safety. The change itself simply improves
the usability of the code by recognizing two equivalent tests instead of one.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This change is material neutral, as flooring products are tested in an identical manner using ASTM E648 or NFPA 253. The only
difference is what is listed on the test report.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

401.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The purpose of this code change is to simply formalize these terms and explain their relationship. This will assist code practitioners in
properly establishing applicable code requirements and improve uniformity and continuity in the identification of appropriate
provisions.
Rationale
Properly classifying the purpose of a given building or structure is the very important first step in the design or analysis process. The
reason for this is that the various designations account for the inherent hazards and risks typically associated with the intended
purpose. Based on those hazards and risks, appropriate limitations and controls are assigned to the building or structure. The Florida
Building Code uses several specific terms to identify the purpose of the building or structure. Those are: occupancy classification, use
and function. Occupancy classification and use are often confused and function is misunderstood.
This proposal will inform users of the FBC of building classification and assist all concerned in the proper communication of applicable
code requirements.
This is related to proposed modification # 7464
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal will provide clarification between the terms of &#39;use&#39; and &#39;occupancy&#39;. Too often they are
treated to be the same when they are really distinct terms. The proposal clarifies the difference.
This proposal is related to modification # 7464
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost of compliance with code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost of compliance with code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase cost of compliance with code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Proposal simply provide clarification of current requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Proposal simply provide clarification of current requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Proposal simply provide clarification of current requirements.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Proposal simply provide clarification of current requirements.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

402.8.6.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Ann Russo5

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The purpose of this proposal is to point the user to all of the code requirements for exit passageways.
Rationale
The purpose of this proposal is to point the user to all of the code requirements for exit passageways. The 1 hour fire- resistance rating
is maintained, for openings Section 1024.5 points the user to Section 716 and applying that portion of the code maintains the
requirement for the 1 hour rated fire doors, (see Table 716.5), and maintains the requirement for the smoke activated closure, (see
Section 716.5.9.3, Item 3).

There has been cases of confusion in that a user looks at Sections 402.8.6.1 and 402.8.7 and interprets that these are the only
sections needed to be complied with for an exit passageway in this occupancy. For example, the application of Section 1024.6 for
penetration limitations. With the suggest change the level of protection is unchanged and application of the exit passageway
requirements are clarified.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
It eliminates conflicting interpretations by design professionals and clarifies requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Eliminates possible conflicts allowing design professionals to properly specify requirements needed
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None as it eliminates conflicts and possible confusion
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement of life safety requirements for protection of occupants in case of emergency egress
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code with clarification as to requirements and eliminates possible contradictory requirements
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, it improves Code effectiveness
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

406.7.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522 and 7553, and others making the same adjustments to terminology.
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

414.2.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Adds Type IV construction in requirements for fire resistance of floors serving control areas.
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. The interior construction of Types IIIA and VA construction can be built of the exact same material as type IV construction so
long that it is calculated or tested to be one hour fire resistance rated. Type IV construction is preferable for hazardous occupancies to
Type IIIA or Type VA construction from an allowable area standpoint in the current code due to performance. Since Type IIIA and Type
VA can be built out of exactly the same material as long as it is one hour, and since the control area is separated from the balance of
the building by one hour construction, there is no reason to exclude type IV from this exception from two hour fire resistance rating of
the floor assembly and supporting construction for the control area in buildings three stories or less and fully sprinklered with a NFPA
13 sprinkler system.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Adds flexibility to the code for this provision.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact since it adds an option.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact since it adds an option.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact since it adds an option.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Adds an option to current provisions.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by adding an option to current provisions.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
6

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

602.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
#7553 for Section 2304.11 is a duplicate of this proposal which takes provisions from Chapter 6 and moves them to Chapter 23,
necessitating review by both the Fire Safety and Structural TACs.
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification takes the details for heavy timber construction out of Chapter 6 and consolidates them in Chapter 23.
Rationale
The proposed modifications were approved by the ICC membership and appear in the 2018 IBC. They do not change the technical
requirements for heavy timber but improve their usability. The changes shown reflect ICC code changes G179-15 (primarily),
G178-15, and G175-18, which were all Approved as Submitted by the General Code Development Committee and subsequently the
ICC membership (files are attached). The IBC General Code Development Committee made the following statement in the 2015 ICC
Report of Committee Action Hearing, for G179-15: &quot;The proposal provides necessary consolidation and eliminates duplicative
text between Chapters 6 and 23. The revised table is sorely needed to make help the users of the code. Moving the table to Chapter
23 is totally appropriate. The was comfort that with a detailed comparision this is a good clean up with no technical changes. As with
any major revision, there remained concerns that all pieces have been maintained and there might be some unintended
consequences. The new organization provides better logic for the requirements.&quot; See the uploaded file for the complete
rationale for G179-15, the primary code change, and a table comparing the locations of sections in the current code and what is
proposed. Reason statements for G175 and G178 can also be seen in the uploaded support files for the proposed text.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Enforcement of provisions may be easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no cost impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is not cost impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no cost impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This reorganization and consolidation of heavy timber provisions in one location will promote better compliance and better
enforcement and therefore affects the safety and welfare of the general public positively.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This reorganization and consolidation of heavy timber provisions in one location will improve the usability and application of the
code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate in any way.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Retains the current effectiveness of the code and improves it.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/13/2018
6

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

604

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
his proposal is intended to require fuel lines supplying a generator set inside a building to be separated with fire-resistance-rated
construction from areas of the building other than in the room in which the generator is located.
Rationale
This proposal is intended to require fuel lines supplying a generator set inside a building to be separated with fire-resistance-rated
construction from areas of the building other than in the room in which the generator is located. It mirrors the text in Section 403.4.8.2
for high-rises. This proposal extends the requirement to any building that has a generator that is separated from the rest of the
building. It is common for diesel-fueled generators to supply the generators with a day tank and resupply the day tank via remote fuel
oil tanks. The fuel line piping from those remote tanks to the generator can be exposed to the same fire incident that the generator has
been protected against. Loss of the fuel line due to fire exposure has the same impact as loss of the generator itself.
The wording only refers to &quot;fuel lines&quot; to also provide protection in those cases where a gaseous fuel supply is approved for
use.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves design, definition plan review criteria and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minimal
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety for occupants
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves requirements for safety strengthening Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
6

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

601

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522, 7553, 7826
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
6

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

603

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522, 7553, 7826, 8265
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

NO cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
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11/28/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section
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Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Ann Russo3

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Restores language from the previous editions (2012 IBC) and eliminates an anomaly that was in the earlier editions.
Rationale
This table was changed over the last two code cycles. The intent was to simplify the projection distance requirements by putting the
requirements in a table. The change in the 2015 edition of the International Code and adopted in Florida attempted to address an
anomaly within the table. However, that change created a much more restrictive requirement than what was in the 2012 IBC and
earlier editions. There was no technical justification for this more restrictive requirement. In previous codes, the maximum distance that
a projection would be required was 40 inches. In the current edition, a building that has a fire separation distance of 30 feet would be
required to hold the projection back from the lot line by a minimum of 20 feet. This is considered over-restrictive. This change puts the
requirement back to what was permitted in previous codes and eliminates the anomaly that was present in the 2012 edition.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This change will most likely reduce the cost of construction by providing clarity to the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section
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Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
There is a related modification doing the same correction to row 27 of Table 721.1 (3)
Summary of Modification
Corrects an assembly description error in Table 721.1(3)
Rationale
The current text entry as published in the 2015 IBC is not correctly shown as the current code does not specify the resilient channel
requirement as shown in the following link and the figure shown in the reason. This figure was referenced in the AWC code proposal
submitted in a previous ICC code cycle and approved by the membership. The correct description and associated diagram can be
found at the following location: https://awc.org/pdf/codes-standards/publications/dca/AWC-DCA3-FRR-Assemblies-1802.pdf
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact since it is a correction of a detail.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact since it a correction of a detail.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact since it is a correction of a detail.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact since it is a correction of a detail.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Having the correct description in the code will prevent confusion and consistent compliance.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Corrects an incorrect detail.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves effectiveness of code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

33
11/28/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Ann Russo3

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Cleans up the language to ensure NFPA 80 is the referenced document throughout the section and correlates to changes made in the
base code
Rationale

This proposal provides clarity of application of NFPA 80 and adjusts code for base line clarity.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA
80.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
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Date Submitted
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section
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Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo3
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revises table 708.5 “Vertical section of openings” to allow temperature rise limitations to not apply to vertical separations as this is a
different fire exposure condition than the flame barriers that project beyond the exterior wall.
Rationale
The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723 fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one
of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of safety.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an
ASTM E119 or UL 723 fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical
aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of safety.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Cost Impact: Will increase the cost of construction. The current Code text is contradictory. It requires an ASTM E119 or UL 723
fire resistance rating from both sides, but then waives one of the most critical aspects. This proposal creates the intended level of
safety.
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Text Modification

F7596
Date Submitted
Chapter

35
11/30/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

714.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Ann Russo3
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This modification is meant to remove redundant wording, cover all listed penetration fire-stop penetration systems, and require
installation in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
Rationale
These listed systems need to be installed in accordance with the manufacturer&#39;s installation instructions. The modification
ensures this requirement is applicable to all types of listed penetration systems.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
Listed systems should already be installed in accordance with the manufacturer&#39;s installation instructions.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
Listed systems should already be installed in accordance with the manufacturer&#39;s installation instructions.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
Listed systems should already be installed in accordance with the manufacturer&#39;s installation instructions.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
Listed systems should already be installed in accordance with the manufacturer&#39;s installation
instructions.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This will require that all listed systems be installed in accordance with the listing. The manufacturer&#39;s instructions provide
additional details that are not commonly identified in the listing criteria, including environmental conditions and tooling.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
These requirements are applicable to all types of listed penetration systems.
This requires that all listed systems be installed in accordance with the listing. The manufacturer&#39;s instructions provide
details that are not commonly identified in the listing, including environmental conditions.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate but does require that all listed systems are to be installed in accordance with the listing
criteria (including manufacturer&#39;s instructions).
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This will ensure this requirement is applicable to all types of listed penetration systems.
The will require that all listed systems be installed in accordance with the listing. The manufacturer&#39;s instructions provide
additional details that are not commonly identified in the listing.
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Text Modification

F7609
Date Submitted
Chapter

36
11/30/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

715.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Ann Russo3
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This modification adds an exception for fire-resistant joints. This exception clarifies that a fire-resistant joint at the intersection of
exterior curtain wall assemblies and roof slabs or roof decks are not required.
Rationale
This modification will clarify that a fire-resistant joint is not required at the intersection of an exterior curtain wall and a roof slab or roof
deck and will prevent misunderstandings of the code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
The proposals clarifies/adds an additional exemption to the need for a fire-resistant joint system.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
The proposals clarifies/adds an additional exemption to the need for a fire-resistant joint system.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
The proposals clarifies/adds an additional exemption to the need for a fire-resistant joint system.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
The proposals clarifies/adds an additional exemption to the need for a fire-resistant joint system.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
It is occasionally assumed and misinterpreted that some protection is required at this joint. Adding this joint to the list of joints that
do not require a fire-resistant joint system will prevent such mis-application of the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
It is occasionally assumed and misinterpreted that some protection is required at this joint. Adding this joint to the list of joints that
do not require a fire-resistant joint system will prevent such mis-application of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction.
The proposals clarifies/adds an additional exemption to the need for a fire-resistant joint system.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Section 711.4 already exempts penetrations of roof assemblies from needing protection.
In this case, it is specifically the joint between the roof slab or roof deck and the exterior curtain wall that would be exempted in a
manner similar to through penetrations of a roof slab or roof deck.
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F7623
Date Submitted
Chapter

37
12/1/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Ann Russo3

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This modification revises sections 716.1, 716.5, and 716.6 by removing redundant wording and clarifying the requirements of NFPA
80 for opening protectives within this code.
Rationale
The testing requirements for opening protective should be located at the beginning of the section for clarity and consistency.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA
80.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This code change is primarily editorial but clarifies that all opening protectives shall be installed to NFPA 80.
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F7624

38

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/1/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Ann Russo3

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revises table 716.3 “Marking Fire-Rated Glazing Assemblies,” and revises section 2409.1 “Glass walkways” to maintain consistency
in the code when dealing with fire-rated glazing products, by adding the testing and marking requirements for glass installed as part of
a floor/ceiling assembly.
Rationale
This modification adds/clarifies the floor/ceiling marking for meeting the standard requirements.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This modification only increase clarity and help eliminate code misunderstandings.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This modification will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This modification will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This modification will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification will not increase the cost of construction and only provides more clarity from the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification will not increase the cost of construction and improves the code by reducing misunderstandings of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification helps to better reflect existing code requirements and does not discriminate against materials, products,
methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification will not increase the cost of construction and only provides more clarity from the code.
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F7671
Date Submitted
Chapter

39
12/4/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Ann Russo3
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Addition of footnote "f" to table 716.5 to provide an appropriate reference to the additional permitted markings for fire rated glazing
door vision panels found in section 716.3.1 & Table 716.3.
Rationale
Footnote f provides an appropriate reference to Table 716.3 and Section 716.3.1 resulting in easier navigation of this code section.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Allows for an additional reference to code sections related to fire rating of glazing door vision panels with no increase in cost.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements for fire rated glazing
door vision panels and will not increase any costs.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements for fire rated glazing
door vision panels and will not increase any cost
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements
for fire rated glazing door vision panels and will not increase any cost
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements for fire rated glazing
door vision panels and will not increase any cost.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements for fire rated glazing
door vision panels and will not increase any cost.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements for fire rated glazing
door vision panels and will not increase any cost.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Providing footnote f to Table 716.5 only provides a reference to the additional permitted marking requirements for fire rated
glazing door vision panels and will not increase any cost.
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F7682

40

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

714

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Jon Roberts

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revises language in section 714.3.1.1 and section 714.1.1
Rationale
As written, these two similar sections, covering wall assemblies and horizontal assemblies, state penetrations shall be installed as
tested in the approved fire-resistance-rated assembly. By definition, a penetration is a breach in the floor, floor-ceiling or wall
assembly. This proposal clarifies that it is the method of protecting the penetration, not the penetration itself, that is the subject of
these sections. It also revises the title of Section 714.4.1.1 to be consistent with that of Section 714.3.1.1.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will not increase the cost of construction This simply clarifies the existing requirements.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction This simply clarifies the existing requirements.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction This simply clarifies the existing requirements.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction This simply clarifies the existing requirements.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This increases safety and welfare by clarifying the existing requirements and making enforcement easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This strengthens the code by clarifying the existing requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This clarification does not discriminate against any materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities, it only clarifies current code requirements.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
It actually helps to make the code more effective through enhanced clarity.
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F7684

41

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Jon Roberts
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Adds UL10B and UL10C as additional testing standards that can be used as alternatives to the current NFPA 252 requirements.
Rationale
UL 10B and 10C have been included as comparable standards to NFPA 252 since the previous edition of the International Building
Code. All other sections of the Section 716 which reference NFPA 252 also include UL 10B and 10C. This proposal revises Section
716.4 to also reference UL 10B and 10C in conjunction with NFPA 252 for consistency.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no impact as this only provides alternatives to current testing requirements.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no impact as this only provides alternatives to current testing requirements.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is no impact as this only provides alternatives to current testing requirements.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no impact as this only provides alternatives to current testing requirements.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This provides alternatives to current testing requirements and makes this work with all other areas of section 716 that already
refer to these test methods.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This strengthens the code because it provides alternatives to current testing requirements and makes this work with all other
areas of section 716 that already refer to these test methods.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This provides alternatives to current testing requirements and therefore makes no discrimination to what is already called out in
the code currently.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This provides alternatives to current testing requirements and makes this work with all other areas of section 716 that already
refer to these test methods and thereby enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Text Modification

F7702
Date Submitted
Chapter

42
12/5/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

717

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Jon Roberts
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
IMC 607.5.2, IMC 607.5.5
Summary of Modification
This intent of this proposal is simply to bring consistency in terminology within Section 717, which referenced "approved" dampers
instead of "listed" dampers.
Rationale
Section 717.3.1 of the Building Code is very clear that all five types of dampers shall be listed and labeled. However there are two
provisions within Section 717 which reference &quot;approved&quot; dampers instead of &quot;listed&quot; dampers. This intent of
this proposal is simply to bring consistency in terminology within Section 717. This does not represent a technical change, as Section
717.3.1 already requires dampers to be listed and labeled.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This will make enforcement easier pertaining to dampers as it aligns with the requirements for listed dampers found throughout
this section.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction This does not represent a technical change, as Section 717.3.1 already requires
dampers to be listed and labeled
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction This does not represent a technical change, as Section 717.3.1 already requires
dampers to be listed and labeled
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction This does not represent a technical change, as Section 717.3.1
already requires dampers to be listed and labeled
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This helps to ensure the required level of safety that accompanies the listing requirement for these devices.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This strengthens the code as it aligns with other existing sections of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This does not discriminate against other materials or methods.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This does not degrade the code, it enhances it.
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F7887

43

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/11/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.5.9.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Joseph Hetzel
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarify vertical sliding fire doors from rolling steel fire doors.
Rationale
The &quot;vertical&quot; descriptor for sliding fire doors should be kept. Vertical sliding fire doors and rolling steel fire doors should be
editorially separated, since rolling steel fire doors always operate vertically by definition and thus the &quot;vertical&quot; descriptor for
those doors is redundant and unnecessary. This language was submitted to the ICC as proposal FS96-15 and was &quot;approved
as modified by public comment&quot;, which is reflected in this FBC proposal.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Upholds health, safety, and welfare by clarifying fire door types.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthen and improves the code by clarifying fire door types.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No discrimination.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code by clarifying fire door types.
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F7890
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/11/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.5.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Joseph Hetzel
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revision to a list of assemblies, to have rolling steel fire doors represented.
Rationale
Rolling steel fire doors should be included in the list since they have been successfully required to be tested and listed to either NFPA
252 or UL 10B for many years. The other changes are typographical for consistency within the list of door types. The proposed was
submitted to the ICC as FS88-15, and was approved as submitted.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No negative effect on health, safety and welfare.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens and improves the code by calling attention to rolling steel fire doors.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No discrimination.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code by calling attention to rolling steel fire doors.
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F7891
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/11/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.5.9.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Joseph Hetzel
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarification involving side-hinged swinging fire doors.
Rationale
Clarification is needed to show that side-hinged swinging fire doors, and no other types of fire doors, are being addressed in these
provisions. The proposal was submitted to the ICC as FS93-15, and was approved as submitted.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Upholds health, safety and welfare by clarifying side-hinged swinging fire door language usage.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens and improves the code by clarifying side-hinged swinging fire door language usage.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No discrimination.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code by clarifying side-hinged swinging fire door language usage.
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F7919
Date Submitted
Chapter

46
12/14/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

717.3.3.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Amanda Hickman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
#7928
#7936
#7938
Summary of Modification
This modification revises terminology used in section 717.3.3.1
Rationale
&quot;Primary heat responsive device&quot; is the terminology used in UL 555 and as such, should be the phrase used in the Florida
Building Code. The change in the title is consistent with the title used for smoke damper actuation.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This modification uses current terminology, which will provide clarity to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This modification will have no cost impact, it is simply a change in terminology to be consistent with the UL standard.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This modification will have no cost impact, it is simply a change in terminology to be consistent with the UL standard.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This modification will have no cost impact, it is simply a change in terminology to be consistent with the
UL standard.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification updates to the current terminology, which will assist in proper enforcement of fire damper inspection.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification updates to the current terminology consistent with UL test standard.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate, it only updates the terminology.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification improves the effectiveness of the code by updating to the proper technology.
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F7928
Date Submitted
Chapter

47
12/14/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

717.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Amanda Hickman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
#7919
#7936
#7938
Summary of Modification
This modification revises section 717.4
Rationale
It is understood that periodic inspection and testing is typically within the scope
of the IFC. However, it is not uncommon to alert interested parties to these
requirements in the IBC (for example see Chapter 9). In this instance it is
important for the design professional to be aware of the inspection and testing
requirements since they impact the access requirements contained in the IBC. In
addition, the proposal provides design professionals with an alternative of remote
testing (as permitted by NFPA 80 and NFPA 105) in situations where adequate
access for inspection and testing cannot be provided.
The proposed minimum size of the opening is consistent with NFPA 90A, a mandatory reference in the Florida Fire Prevention Code.
If a design professional does not check the Fire Code, without the minimum size of the opening specified in the Building Code a
situation could occur in which the design potentially complies with the Building Code but not the Fire Code.
In addition, the inspection and testing of dampers in health care facilities is a regular compliance item for AHCA, CMS, and Accrediting
Organizations. From the facility perspective, accessing such dampers for testing raises some concerns with regard to infection
control. By providing an option for remote testing, the compliance rate for damper inspection and testing should increase in health
care facilities in the State of Florida.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The proposed minimum size of the opening is consistent with NFPA 90A, a mandatory reference in the Florida Fire Prevention
Code Therefore, this modification will make code enforcement easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The alternative for remote testing does not impact the cost of construction because it is not required. However, recognizing that
remote testing is an option may actually decrease the cost of construction in instances where providing adequate access is
challenging.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The alternative for remote testing does not impact the cost of construction because it is not required. However, recognizing that
remote testing is an option may actually decrease the cost of construction in instances where providing adequate access is
challenging.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The alternative for remote testing does not impact the cost of construction because it is not required.
However, recognizing that remote testing is an option may actually decrease the cost of construction in
instances where providing adequate access is challenging.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification will provide proper identification and access for inspection for dampers, which will ensure the proper
maintenance and operation. This will promote better life safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification will provide proper identification and access for inspection for dampers, which will ensure the proper
maintenance and operation. This will strengthen and improve the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, this modification only adds guidance on proper, testing and inspection of dampers.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification improves the effectiveness of the code by including the proper inspection and testing guidance for dampers.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
1. Update text of references to IBC 1010.1.4.3. Special purpose horizontal sliding, accordion, or folding doors as the name of this
section and these products were revised for the 2017 FBC.
Rationale
This proposal updates the text of references to FBC 1010.1.4.3. Special purpose horizontal sliding, accordion or folding doors as the
name of this section and these products were revised for the 2017 FBC. Most of the references to 1010.1.4.3 were updated previously.
These were not.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Should improve consistency in code interpretation and enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost increase and may reduce cost of compliance by improving consistency in code interpretation, application, specifications,
and enforcement.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost increase and may reduce cost of compliance by improving consistency in code interpretation, application, specifications,
and enforcement.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost increase and may reduce cost of compliance by improving consistency in code interpretation,
application, specifications, and enforcement.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
With improving consistency in code interpretation, application, specifications, and enforcement, this helps with getting the
appropriate doors in the appropriate locations.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves usability of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code.
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Summary of Modification
Add a sentence to the end of 709.5 Exception number 1 that reads as follows: Factory applied or field applied protective plates are not
required to be labeled.
Rationale
This code change follows with the established intent of this section. Smoke barriers are intended to be substantial construction and
providing protective plates provides additional protection to the doors keeping the original construction free from damage thus in a
more substantial manner. They do not provide the same fire resistance rating as a true 1 hour fire barrier. A correlative change is
planned for the IFC Section 1105.6.3 as part of the Group B proposals.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by providing clarification
that labels are not required for protective plates on these doors under exception 1.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens or improves the code by providing clarification that labels are not required for protective plates on these doors under
exception 1.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Because labels are not required for protective plates on the doors this change does not discriminate against materials, products,
methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This change improves the effectiveness of the code. Smoke barriers are intended to be substantial construction and providing
protective plates provides additional protection to the doors keeping the original construction free from damage thus in a more
substantial manner.
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Summary of Modification
strike out the words "open and enclosed" in the middle of the sentence and the word "respectively" at the end of the sentence. The
current language in the code is redundant and confusing.
Rationale
The current language in the code is redundant and confusing. The new language allows openings that may be used for other purposes
including occupant mobility.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This change should reduce the cost of construction as it will clarify how openings are permitted in floors of parking garages.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This change should reduce the cost of construction as it will clarify how openings are permitted in floors
of parking garages.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by
clarifying how openings are permitted in floors of parking garages.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of
construction by clarifying how openings are permitted in floors of parking garages.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification increases the effectiveness of the code
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Summary of Modification
Membrane penetrations should be permitted on the outside of the shaft enclosure. This modification would add language at the end of
the section to that effect.
Rationale
The purpose of Section 713.8 and 713.8.1 is to limit through penetrations into a shaft enclosure; however, membrane penetrations
should be permitted on the outside of the shaft enclosure. As currently written, an electrical box is not permitted on the outside of the
shaft enclosure. This section needs to clarify the intent of Section 713.8.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This modification has no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code (553.73(9)(b),F.S.)*
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The code change proposal will not increase the cost of construction since it will allow membrane penetrations in shaft enclosures
without the need for additional construction/material on the outside of the shaft enclosure. Also, it increases net area for the
building.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The code change proposal will not increase the cost of construction since it will allow membrane penetrations in shaft enclosures
without the need for additional construction/material on the outside of the shaft enclosure. Also, it increases net area for the
building.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The code change proposal will not increase the cost of construction since it will allow membrane
penetrations in shaft enclosures without the need for additional construction/material on the outside of
the shaft enclosure. Also, it increases net area for the building.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification will not negatively impact health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This Modification improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This Modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
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Summary of Modification
The FBC is silent regarding delayed action closers. This proposal includes a definition and requirements for where delayed action
closers may be installed.
Rationale
The FBC is silent regarding allowing delayed action closers, and applicable requirements.

Delayed action closer functionality is commonly required and / or desired for closers installed on doors. Example: delayed action
closers are frequently used in schools to allow a teacher to lead a group of students from one area of the building to another. A door
with a delayed action closer allows the teacher with a group of students to pass through the door before it closes, helping to keep the
group intact.
Unlike automatic-closing doors which are commonly held in an open position, self-closing doors which are not automatic-closing doors
are normally in a closed position unless being used. Thus, in a fire situation, the doors within the scope of this proposal would be
closed except when being used and during the relatively brief delay caused by the delayed action closer.
Costs: None. Delayed action closers are not currently required or prohibited by the code. This proposal provides appropriate guidance
where delayed action closers are installed.
For reference; FBC definition:
SELF-CLOSING. As applied to a fire door or other opening protective, means equipped with a device that will ensure closing after
having been opened.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Minor implications to code enforcement by defining delayed action closers and identifying where delayed action closers are
permitted to be installed.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Costs: None. Delayed action closers are not currently required or prohibited by the code. This proposal provides appropriate
guidance where delayed action closers are installed.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Costs: None. Delayed action closers are not currently required or prohibited by the code. This proposal provides appropriate
guidance where delayed action closers are installed.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Costs: None. Delayed action closers are not currently required or prohibited by the code. This proposal
provides appropriate guidance where delayed action closers are installed.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provides appropriate guidance for delayed action closers on doors in the means of egress.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code by addressing a topic where the code has been silent.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code.
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7522, 7553, 7826, 8265, 8267
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Summary of Modification
The code section as published is in error. Chapter 5 of NFPA 82 includes requirements for incinerators however Ch 6 includes
requirement for waste and linen chutes.
Rationale
The code section as published is in error. Chapter 5 of NFPA 82 includes requirements for incinerators however Ch 6 includes
requirement for waste and linen chutes. Section 713.13.5 appropriately references a section in Ch 5 of NFPA 82 for incinerator rooms.
This corrected reference will result in correct code application.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This will have a positive impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code as it corrects a mistaken reference in the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code. Will not increase the cost of construction No
cost impact editorial code change.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code. Will not increase the cost of construction No cost impact
editorial code change.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code. Will not increase the cost of
construction No cost impact editorial code change.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by correcting a code reference.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction by correcting
a code reference.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities. This is a
code reference correction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Increases the effectiveness of the code by correcting a code reference.
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Summary of Modification
Insert wording that permits a recycling chute to be located in the same shaft with a waste chute. Hazard associated with a recycling
chute is not any different than that of a waste chute.
Rationale
Section 713.13.1 implies that a recycling chute is not permitted to be located in the same shaft with a waste chute. Hazard associated
with a recycling chute is not any different than that of a waste chute. To provide two side by side shaft enclosures to enclose the
recycling and the waste chute does not provide additional safety especially since chutes have specific installation requirements,
sprinkler protection, ventilation and similar.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code as this modification only allows 2 chutes to be contained in the
same shaft enclosure
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposal does not increase the cost of construction because the proposed revision allows one shaft to contain a recycling
and a waste chute where two separate shaft enclosures might be required otherwise. This proposal reduces cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposal does not increase the cost of construction because the proposed revision allows one shaft to contain a recycling
and a waste chute where two separate shaft enclosures might be required otherwise. This proposal reduces cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposal does not increase the cost of construction because the proposed revision allows one shaft
to contain a recycling and a waste chute where two separate shaft enclosures might be required
otherwise. This proposal reduces cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The health, safety, and welfare of the general public will not be affected by allowing the 2 chutes to be contained within the same
shaft enclosure.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction by allowing
the 2 chutes to be contained within the same shaft enclosure.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities by allowing the 2 chutes to be contained within the same shaft enclosure.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification does not degrade the effectiveness of the code by allowing the 2 chutes to be contained within the same shaft
enclosure.
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Summary of Modification
Modify this section to limit the area of the glazing to be 100 square inches in lieu of limiting any dimension to be 10 inches.
Rationale
This code change deletes the 10 inch maximum dimension applied to 100 square inch vision panels limits for swinging doors in
horizontal exits. The 10 inch dimension limit is not applied to any other 100 square inch maximum glazing size references in Section
716. The 10 inch dimension limit may also result in a conflict with ADA Standards for Accessible Design, which specifies glazing height
requirements for doors and sidelights adjacent to doors. Deleting the 10 inch maximum dimension limit for horizontal exits will allow for
a fire door vision panel that meets ADA 43 inch height limits and the goal of accessible design.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This modification has no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code. It only provides greater construction options.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. If anything this proposal allows greater construction options.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. If anything this proposal allows greater construction options.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction. If anything this proposal allows greater construction options.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by
allowing greater construction options.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of
construction by allowing greater construction options.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities by allowing greater construction options.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification does not degrade the effectiveness of the code by allowing greater construction options.
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Summary of Modification
Modify the section to clarify that single fire doors shall be side-hinged swinging also.
Rationale
Clarification is needed to show that side-hinged swinging fire doors, and no other types of fire doors, are being addressed in these
provisions.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code. This modification is just a clarification of the intent of the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code. This modification is just a clarification
of the intent of the code. Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is no impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code. This modification is just a clarification of the intent of
the code. Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code. This modification is just
a clarification of the intent of the code. Will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public as it
relates to the types of doors requiring latches.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of
construction as it relates to the types of doors requiring latches.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities as it relates to the types of doors requiring latches.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification improves the effectiveness of the code as it relates to the types of doors requiring latches.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

58
12/15/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

716.5.9.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Richard Logan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
NA
Summary of Modification
Delete items which are addressed in the items specific to smoke barriers, shaft enclosures, fire & smoke barriers. Items are reworded
& renumbered to be correct. Fire barriers were added to the list for doors that protect openings in exit enclosures, vertical shafts,
incidental uses, etc.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is clarification. Current items 1, 2, 3, 10 and 11 are addressed in the items specific to smoke barriers, shaft
enclosures, fire barriers and smoke barriers respectively. They should be deleted as redundant. Current items 4 through 9 and 12 are
reworded to be consistent and to be technically correct. Fire barriers were added to the list to address doors that protect openings in
exit enclosures, vertical shafts, incidental uses, etc. Items are proposed to be renumbered to be in the same order as they are found in
the code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This modification is only a clarification of requirements and therefore has no impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This modification is only a clarification of requirements and therefore has no impact to building and property owners relative to
cost of compliance with code. Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This modification is only a clarification of requirements and therefore has no impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance
with code. Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This modification is only a clarification of requirements and therefore has no impact to small business
relative to the cost of compliance with code. Will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification is a clarification of requirements and has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and
welfare of the general public
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification is a clarification of requirements and strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better
products, methods, or systems of construction
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification is a clarification of requirements and does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of
construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification is a clarification of requirements and improves the effectiveness of the code.
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F7507

59

Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

803.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Removes heavy timber in interior exit elements from the exception to interior finish requirements.
Rationale
Cross laminated timber may be used to form the entire interior surfaces of egress elements and should be regulated in those
circumstances. The requirement is the same for any other material used in those circumstances. This change was approved by the
ICC Fire Safety Code Development Committee with the following comment: &quot;The committee agreed that when heavy timber is
used to form the interior surfaces of egress elements they should be subject to the interior finish requirements for that location.&quot;
The change was approved by the ICC membership and appears in the 2018 IBC.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact since compliance with interior finish requirements is routine.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact since compliance with interior finish requirements is already routine.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
May increase costs slightly when certain materials alternatives are chosen, with minor impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
With CLT, solid timber walls and floors are now feasible; regulating interior finish of CLT in interior exit elements provides greater
safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code by providing reasonable parameters for safety with the use of CLT in exit elements and therefore provides
for flexibility of choice in materials.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Increases the effectiveness of the code.
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F7547
Date Submitted
Chapter

60
12/14/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

804

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Tim Earl
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7511 (Section 406.8.3)
7546 (Section 424.2)
7548 (Section 35)
Summary of Modification
This change adds ASTM E648 as an option to NFPA 253, since they are equivalent tests. This is the same thing we do for Steiner
Tunnel testing, where the code (throughout) requires testing to ASTM E84 or UL 723.
Rationale
ASTM E648 is technically equivalent to NFPA 253. Since the flooring industry routinely references ASTM E648, this proposal will
remove confusion when test reports reference the ASTM test instead of the NFPA test. This proposal also correlates with the 2018
IBC.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This change may result in a small costs savings to industry, since those who submit ASTM E648 test reports currently have to
either ask the lab to provide another test report referencing NFPA 253, or have a code consultant explain to the code official that
they are equivalent tests.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By
explicitly allowing both tests in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the
issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead of NFPA 253.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This section is about the fire performance of flooring products, which is critical to life safety. The change itself simply improves
the usability of the code by recognizing two equivalent tests instead of one.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This change is material neutral, as flooring products are tested in an identical manner using ASTM E648 or NFPA 253. The only
difference is what is listed on the test report.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

803.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522, 7553, 7826, 8265, 8267, 8269
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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F7373
Date Submitted
Chapter

62
11/20/2018
9

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

907.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification adds a mandate for an automatic smoke detection system at battery rooms and for capacitor energy
storage systems with a pointer to the FFPC.
Rationale
This proposal recognizes the importance of at least providing an automatic smoke detection system for battery rooms and capacitor
energy storage systems. These systems are an emerging and rapidly growing segment of the electroindustry. This proposal also
harmonizes the FBC-B with the FFPC (NFPA 1 and NFPA 101).
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will increase the cost of compliance to building and property owners where they choose to install
these energy systems.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will increase the cost of compliance or impact industry where consumer choose to install these
energy systems.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will increase the cost of compliance or impact small business where they
choose to install these energy systems.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by reducing the fire risk
associated with these energy systems with the mandate for an automatic smoke detection system in compliance with the FFPC.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by ensuring these energy systems are adequately protected by a
FFPC regulated automatic smoke detection system.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

63
11/20/2018
9

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

907.2.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification adds more criteria for when a manual fire alarm system is required in a Group A occupancy.
Rationale
This change would serve to increase the fire alarm requirement where the A occupancy is located on a level other than that of exit
discharge to be at least as strenuous as that of a B occupancy, which has the same 100 occupant load criteria for such.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will increase the cost of construction where A occupancies meet the criteria established by the
change and that cost is passed on to the building or property owner.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will increase the cost of construction where A occupancies meet the criteria established by the
change.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will increase the cost of construction where A occupancies meet the criteria
established by the change for a small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by increasing the criteria
where a manual fire alarm system is required in Group A occupancies.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/20/2018
9

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

907.5.2.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification is a mostly editorial revision of the visible alarm requirements in I-1, R-1 and R-2 occupancy types.
Rationale
This proposal is an attempt to clarify specifically where the visible notification appliances shall be located in newly constructed Group
R-1 and I-1 dwelling and sleeping units and make sure that visible alarm notification is provided such that timely notification to guests
with hearing impairments will occur and will save construction costs and provide clear direction for designers, owners and installers for
similar rules in R-2 buildings.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact industry.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by clarifying rules of
visible alarms in I-1, R-1, and R-2 occupancies.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by adding clarity to the requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/13/2018
9

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

901.6.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

George Wiggins (BOAF)
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
None
Summary of Modification
This proposal corrects an exception made in a previous code edition to prevent having a conflict between this section and Section
903.4 in order to be consistent.
Rationale
This proposal corrects an exception made in a previous code edition to prevent having a conflict between this section and Section
903.4 in order to be consistent.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Making this section consistent with Section 903.4 fulfills a connection health, safety &amp; welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by removing a conflict.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate by providing consistency of a code provision.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade effectiveness by providing consistency of a code provision.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/27/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1015.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
FBC, Building 1015.8 window fall protection 36 inch sill height change to 24 inches to match FBC, Residential R312.2. the safety
issue should be the same and not related to occupancy, i.e. multi family or single family.
Rationale
Fall protection for occupancy types that fall under the Building code and the residential code need to be provided the same safety
criteria. If fall protection is required for a single family dwelling regulated by the Residential Code for sill height less than 24 inches then
an apartment or condominium or other occupancy type regulated under the Building Code should also be 24 inches not 36 inches.
These are all residential units with the same types of occupants. A child in a single family dwelling should be afforded the same level
of safety if living in any other occupancy type. Both codes should require the same criteria. If testing showed a safety issue with 24
inches than the 36 inches in the Building Code needs to also be 24 inches.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact just height change for fall protection to be consistent in both Building and Residential Codes.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact just height change for fall protection to be consistent in both Building and Residential Codes.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact just height change for fall protection to be consistent in both Building and Residential Codes.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact just height change for fall protection to be consistent in both Building and Residential Codes.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Fall protection for windows.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens code by being consistent in both Building and Residential Codes.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

67
11/20/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1006.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Ann Russo3
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
None
Summary of Modification
Please refer to the attached file. The documentation for this proposal exceeds the 300 character limit.
Rationale
: Section 1006.3.1 currently references &quot;independent&quot; exits. Independent can be a vague or judgmental term. The
proposed &quot;separate and distinct&quot; language is more specific. Also, that terminology is currently used in the definition of
common path of egress travel to identify a point where two exits or access to exits would be required.
Additionally, Section 1006.3 has been modified to include the qualifying requirement of &quot;separate and distinct&quot; as well.
Conceivably, if both the entrance to an interior exit stairway at one story and the entrance to the same interior exit stairway at an
adjacent story are both within the prescribed exit access travel distance limitations, it could be interpreted that the required number of
exits requirement has been satisfied because the two entrances are &quot;independent.&quot; The separate and distinct terminology
would require that there be a second formal exit available within established exit access travel limitations.
This proposal intends to amplify separate exit requirements. It is also intended to clarify that although required exits from a given story
may be located at different building levels, the same interior exit stairway may not serve as satisfying multiple exit requirements.
Obviously, if such interior exit stairway was compromised, the opportunity for a true alternate exit would be lost. Approval of this
proposal increases occupant safety within the means of egress system.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
this proposal provides clarity to egress requirements. It is intended to clarify the the number of exit provisions currently required.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This will not increase the cost of construction. It merely clarifies the intent of the code and makes it more understandable for
application.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This will not increase the cost of construction. It merely clarifies the intent of the code and makes it more understandable for
application.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This will not increase the cost of construction. It merely clarifies the intent of the code and makes it more
understandable for application.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The purpose of egress is safety. The Code is not concerned with how we get people into a building, that is the duty if the
designer. The Code is responsible to get people out. This clarification provides information related to the number of exit
provisions in clear and understandable language.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal does not strengthen the Code, it provides clarity of an existing rule that will assist in better, more consistent and
easier to understand enforcement.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposal makes no mention of the specific materials as they are already used and in place. No change of materials is
proposed.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal helps the effectiveness of the code by providing clarity of the requirement
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Date Submitted
Chapter

68
11/20/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1026.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Ann Russo3
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The proposed language clarifies requirement for when the actual occupant load is less than the capacity of the exit. This reflects
actual conditions.
Rationale
If the total occupant load of the compartment egressing through the horizontal exit is less than the capacity of the horizontal exit door,
the maximum capacity of the refuge area should not be more than the legal capacity of the compartment egressing.
For example, a standard 36-inch-wide door has a clear width of 33 inches. At 0.20&quot; per occupant, the capacity of the door is 165
occupants. For sprinklered buildings at 0.15&quot; per occupant, the load is even greater at 220 occupants. So, if the total occupant
load on one side of the horizontal exit door is less than 165 for a nonsprinklered building, or less than 220 occupants for a sprinklered
building, then the refuge area on the other side should only be required to accommodate the design occupant load and not the
capacity of the door in the horizontal exit.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This change will impact enforcement from the standpoint of only requiring these areas to be sized based on the the load they are
capable of handling based on the entrance to them. Complete explanation is provided in the rationale statement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The proposed change will actually relax the requirement. Thus, building owners can maximize the use of the floor area for their
buildings without having to make floor areas usable for refuge areas in order to accommodate more occupants than the area is
legally permitted to have. No increase
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The proposed change will actually relax the requirement. Thus, building owners can maximize the use of the floor area for their
buildings without having to make floor areas usable for refuge areas in order to accommodate more occupants than the area is
legally permitted to have. No increase
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The proposed change will actually relax the requirement. Thus, building owners can maximize the use of
the floor area for their buildings without having to make floor areas usable for refuge areas in order to
accommodate more occupants than the area is legally permitted to have. No increase
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Building owners can maximize the use of the floor area for their buildings without having to make floor areas usable for refuge
areas in order to accommodate more occupants than the area is legally permitted to have without reducing safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code. The proposed change relaxes the requirement. Thus, building owners can maximize the use of the floor area
for their buildings without having to make floor areas usable for refuge areas in order to accommodate more occupants than the
area is legally permitted to have.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No materials, methods, products or systems are proposed to be changed.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Egress doors are sized based on accepted science. This proposal used the code requirement for access to size the other
components, thus, not degrading effectiveness.
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F7354
Date Submitted
Chapter

69
11/21/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1010.3.2 (New), 1010.3.1, 1010.3.2; (IFC[BE] 1010.3, 1010.3.2 (New), 1010.3.1,
1010.3.2)
Summary of Modification
Manufacturers of turnstile devices have expanded into the security access control market and currently have products that have
physical barrier leaves that restrict access into and out of buildings.
Rationale
Reason: Manufacturers of turnstile devices have expanded into the security access control market and currently have products that
have physical barrier leaves that restrict access into and out of buildings. These devices can vary in height and sophistication to
address building security concerns that may not meet safety requirements related to the means of egress. Typically, these turnstile
devices are located at building entrances and elevator lobbies. The current requirements for turnstiles apply historically to the
&quot;three arm&quot; waist-high turnstiles for entertainment or transportation venues and do not apply to the new installations.
Currently, the building official is left to evaluate these new modern turnstiles to determine compliance with the egress requirements in
the IBC. The intent of the revision is to provide guidance on evaluating these new modern turnstiles. Turnstiles on the market can be
as narrow as 22 inches. For turnstiles that are less than 32 inches, there are additional capacity issues that need to be considered.
The fail safe provisions for overriding the turnstile access restrictions are derived from existing code provisions (e.g., delayed egress
locks and forces to open doors).
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
These revisions will provide the Building Official guidance on evaluating these new modern turnstiles without going through the
alternative material, mean and method process.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minimal - the code change will probably increase construction costs due to these new requirements; HOWEVER, the new
requirements will enhance overall building safety when these new security access turnstiles are installed in buildings.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Minimal - the code change will probably increase construction costs due to these new requirements; HOWEVER, the new
requirements will enhance overall building safety when these new security access turnstiles are installed in buildings.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Minimal - the code change will probably increase construction costs due to these new requirements;
HOWEVER, the new requirements will enhance overall building safety when these new security access
turnstiles are installed in buildings.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This will enhance the overall building safety when these new security turnstiles are installed.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Makes code compliance easier for design professionals and Building Officials to understand and enforce without going through
the alternative process.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This will allow new security turnstiles that meets or exceeds the safety requirements to be installed without going through the
alternative process.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This will enhance the overall building safety when these new security turnstiles are installed.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/20/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1013.6.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification simply moves a rule in the exception up to the main charging paragraph of the Section.
Rationale
This proposed modification places the rule that is currently in Exception 2 up into the main charging paragraph for added clarity to the
Section. The requirement is less of an exception to the main rule and should be viewed as a supplement to the main rule.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact industry.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/27/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1004.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Add verbiage to the current language of the code in order to help the Fire Marshal verify the posting of appropriate occupancy,
occupant load and "intended configuration" of the assembly rooms or spaces.
Rationale
Many jurisdictions have started to require multiple postings for rooms having multiple configurations. Unfortunately that is not currently
in the code and may become confusing. By adding for the &#39;intended configuration&#39; in the code it would confirm that the code
enforcement official could require that correct signage was posted.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No negative impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No negative impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of compliance with the code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of compliance with the code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal will simply provide clarity for application of the code and improve the overall health, safety and welfare of the
general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will provide clarity and improve the application of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will improve the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/27/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1004.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Occupied roof will also need to meet the means of egress requirements.
Rationale
This proposal will add the language &quot;occupied roofs&quot; to this section which will allow the code user to understand that
occupied roofs which are open to the sky will also need to meet means of egress requirements.
This proposal will also help tie this section to the language that already exist in Section 1006.3.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This will help eliminate confusion among code officials and designers on means of egress requirements for occupied roofs.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost of compliance with code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost of compliance with code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase cost of compliance with code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal is only to help clarify the existing code requirements found in Section 1006.3.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal is only to help clarify the existing code requirements found in Section 1006.3.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal is only to help clarify the existing code requirements found in Section 1006.3.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal is only to help clarify the existing code requirements found in Section 1006.3.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1006.2.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1006.3
Summary of Modification
This modification is to improve the consistency in the determination and application of fundamental FBC means of egress provisions.
Rationale
This proposal is intended to enhance the functionality of these requirements by placing them in context with the applicable means of
egress design requirements. For example, Section 1004.1.1.1 states, &quot;Design of egress path capacity shall be based on the
cumulative portion of the occupant loads of all rooms, areas or spaces to that point along the path of egress travel.&quot; This
proposal places the same requirement at Section 1006.2.1 in the context of using capacity to determine the required number of exits or
access to exits.
A new Exception 1 to Section 1006.2.1 has been added. It is a logical concern. Literally interpreted, a building with an occupant load of
4,000 and having four required exits with one of those exits having a foyer, lobby, vestibule or similar space would require four exits
from such space based on the cumulative occupant load of 1,000. The number of exits from such space would be based on the
occupant load of the space; however, the capacity of that exit(s) would be based on the cumulative occupant load served. Perhaps the
most important feature of the 6th Edition code change was that it clarified that cumulative occupant loads are not considered when
calculating the required number of exits or access to exits serving an adjacent story. An exception clarifies that occupant loads from
isolated mezzanines will be considered in determining the number of required exits from the adjacent story.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Approval of this proposal will improve the consistency in the determination and application of fundamental FBC means of egress
provisions.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification will simply provide clarification of current requirements and will help designers and code officials in the
consistent enforcement of the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification will simply provide clarification of current requirements and will not weaken the current provisions of the code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification will simply provide clarification of current requirements and will not discriminate against materials, product,
methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification will simply provide clarification of current requirements and will improve the effectiveness of code enforcement.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1006.2.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to regulate exit and exit access doors.
Rationale
The proposed revision clarifies of how the code should currently be applied. The intent of this section is limited
to regulating exit and exit access doors, but as currently written, the code incorrectly suggests that any door, even a door to an
auxiliary space that doesn&#39;t lead to an exit, must swing in the direction of egress.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The code change proposal simply seeks to provide clearer code language and with no intended changes in requirements.
Therefore, no negative impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposal will not increase the cost of compliance with code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposal will not increase the cost of compliance with code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposal will not increase the cost of compliance with code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The proposed revision clarifies of how the code should currently be applied.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The proposed revision clarifies of how the code should currently be applied. This will not weaken the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposed revision clarifies of how the code should currently be applied. This will not discriminate against materials,
products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed revision clarifies of how the code should currently be applied. This will not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

75
11/29/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1004.1.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1006.7
Summary of Modification
Code change proposal is to revise the current maximum floor area allowance per occupant in Table 1004.1.2 for business
occupancies from 100 ft2/occupant (gross) to 150 ft2/occupant (gross) for determining the means of egress requirements in business
areas.
Rationale
Based on several past research studies that have concluded that the 100 ft2/occupant (gross) occupant load factor for business
occupancies is very conservative which has led to requiring Group B occupancies and office buildings in general to have additional
egress capacity and a greater number of exits to accommodate an &quot;over-estimated&quot; building population. We believe the
increase from 100 ft2/occupant (gross) to 150 ft2/occupant (gross) for business occupancies is still a conservative figure; yet
reasonable, based on recent changes in office building design as well as changes in the North American workplace and work style
trends; such as work station configurations, flexible work schedules, telecommuting, work at home, etc.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This code modification will be consistent with the changes in the 2018 Florida Fire Prevention Code - NFPA 101.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Overall, the proposal seeks to lessen the occupant load, thus reducing the required means of egress capacity, and the number of
plumbing fixtures required for business use occupancies unless the occupant load factor for concentrated business area is
applied.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Overall, the proposal seeks to lessen the occupant load, thus reducing the required means of egress capacity, and the number of
plumbing fixtures required for business use occupancies unless the occupant load factor for concentrated business area is
applied.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Overall, the proposal seeks to lessen the occupant load, thus reducing the required means of egress
capacity, and the number of plumbing fixtures required for business use occupancies unless the
occupant load factor for concentrated business area is applied.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
There were concerns raised about areas where high costs of space would result in a higher density in an office as well as
maintain the occupant load during the life of a building as different tenants change. This proposed modification will address the
concerns.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will strengthen/improve the application of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods. or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will improve the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1006.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1006.3.1, 1006.3.2, 1006.3.3,01006.3.3.1, 1030.1
Summary of Modification
Expanding the provisions for the required egress from stories or occupied roofs.
Rationale
This proposal provides needed correlation with Section 1019.3 for single exit buildings that allow for open stairways to serve as the
means of egress for more than one story.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This is for clarification, therefore, there will be no additional requirements.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal provides consistency with the provisions found in Section 1019.3.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will improve the enforcement of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will improve the enforcement of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1008.2.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1008.2.3 (add)
Summary of Modification
Provides specific means of egress illumination requirements for Group I-2 and adding a code section of exit discharge illumination.
Rationale
The proposal would provide an appropriate allowance for large campuses that do not have the typical streets around buildings, but
may have large open areas. Examples would be office complexes, or college campuses. Section 1028.5 allows a safe dispersal area,
therefore adequate lighting requirement is necessary.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal will provide additional lighting requirement for safety.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Cost may be increase but will provide additional safety.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Cost may be increase but will provide additional safety.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Cost may be increase but will provide additional safety.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal will have reasonable improvement to safety of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will improve the safety requirements of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1006.2.2.4
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The proposal will correlate the provisions for day care facilities to the proper occupancy Group I-4.
Rationale
This is coordination and correlation of requirements in the 6th Edition of FBC. Day care facilities can be found in two occupancy
classification - Groups E and I-4. The proposal will provide guidance to design professional and code officials on the applicability of
this code section for day care facilities under Group I-4.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal will provide guidance to design professionals and code officials for the applicability of the code section.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This purpose of this proposal is only to clarify the application of the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will improve the application of the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will improve the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/5/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1019.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Correct possible misinterpretation of definition on egress stairway and access ramp
Rationale
This exception previously read as follows. &quot;Stairways are permitted to be open between the balcony, gallery or press box and the
main assembly floor in occupancies such as theaters, places of religious worship, auditoriums and sports facilities.&quot; The revision
last cycle had an unintended consequence. The current text can be read differently without &#39;between&#39;. It could be read to
allow open stairways serving the main assembly floor to be open exit access stairways.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies and eliminates possible issues
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Increases compliance with and protected safety and welfare of occupants in ease of egress
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarification strengthens Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1020.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Remove reference to dead end corridor egress and update R-4 exit allowances for single exit
Rationale
Single exit building do not have dead end corridors, therefore this should be removed. Group R-4 are permitted to have single exits per
Section 1006.3.2 Item 4.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves and clarifies
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety by clarifying requirements
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarification strengthens Code enforcement and compliance
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1023.3.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarify pressurization in exit stairways
Rationale
Pressurized stairs often discharge through an exit passageway. The exit passageway is also typically required to be pressurized since
it is a continuation of the pressurized stair enclosure. The system providing pressurization of the stair and passageway is typically the
same system. Technical compliance would require separate systems if a separation is required to be maintained. The introduction of a
door and fire barrier between the exit passageway and the stair creates an obstruction to airflow which inhibits the pressurization of the
stair and passageway. The provision of a separation does not provide any added safety and could also impede egress.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves enforcement, plan review and conformance to life safety requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No negative impact
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety aspects of design for egress by occupants
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens Code application, conformance and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1023.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Improves penetration protection for security wiring applications
Rationale
Building security systems, including cameras in stairways, are becoming more prevalent. If properly protected, a limited number of
penetrations for security systems will not result in an unacceptable level of safety. NFPA 101-2015 requires stairway video monitoring
in high-rise buildings having an occupant load of 4,000 or more persons.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves design conformance and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Addresses conformance and improves life safety aspects for occupants
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens Code enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1024.6

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Improves definition of systems under reference
Rationale
The modification is to maintain the exceptions and is coordination with other sections. The exceptions are needed to allow for outlets,
light switches, fire alarm pull stations and exit signs. In the main text, the change from &#39;sprinkler piping and standpipes&#39; to
&#39;fire protection systems&#39; would allow for all systems used for fire fighting. The addition of the &#39;two-way communication
system&#39; allows for requirements associated with the fire fighters communication, the requirements in high rises for systems in the
stairway every five floors, and areas of refuge.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies requirements improving plan review and enforcement of Code for life safety
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves definition of life safety equipment in support of fire and rescue requirements improving safety of building occupants
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does improve enforcement by better definition and inclusion of systems required
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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84

Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1023.11

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Improved coordination between sections on requirements
Rationale
Section 412.3.2 requires smokeproof enclosures for air traffic control tower stairs and refers to section 1023.11 but section 1023.11
does not reference back to 412.3.2 as it does for high-rise buildings (403.5.4) and underground buildings (405.7.2). This change is
proposed to reduce potential confusion from the lack of the reference statement in 1023.11.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves coordination and limits confusion during plan review and field enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety of enclosure and occupants
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by clarifying requirements and coordination between sections
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

85
12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

John Woestman
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal combines approved revisions to the 2018 IBC by proposals E47-15 and E49-15. which were approved “As Modified”.
The intent of a large portion of this change is consistent use of the terminology (e.g., minimum clear opening width/height) throughout
this section.
Rationale
This proposal combines approved revisions to the 2018 IBC by proposals E47-15 and E49-15.
Both E47-15 and E49-15 were approved “As Modified” by the ICC Means of Egress Code Committee, and received final approval via
the consent agenda during the Public Comment Hearing.
Reason: The intent of a large portion of this change is consistent use of the terminology (e.g., minimum clear opening width/height)
throughout this section. There is also the intent of putting the modifier first within the specific requirements (Group I-2, ambulatory
care) and the exceptions. The maximum door width sentence is relocated to be after all the minimum door width requirements.
Exceptions 1, 2, 6 and 7 cannot be used in Accessible, Type A or Type B units; that would conflict with ICC A117.1, ADA and FHA.
Also in Exception 7: dwelling units and sleeping units in Group I-2 and I-3 have specific criteria elsewhere in this section, and the ADA
does not allow Group R-1 units to use this exception, therefore, the more specific limitation to allow this in Group I-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4.
Exception 8 is revised to be consistent with the language used for Type B dwelling units in ICC A117.1.
Code change E52-12 added exception 12 as part of the coordination with ADA 224.1.2. Questions that have risen are: Is the intent to
require 32&quot; clear width shower stall doors in all showers Group I-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 or multi-stall shower rooms? Is the intent to
require 32&quot; clear width shower doors in the 2nd bathrooms in Accessible units that are not required to have clearances?
Elimination first part of the sentence would not change the allowances for Accessible hotel rooms, and would eliminate the question.
Exception 13 is proposed to be added to address a similar question for doors on toilet stalls. The width of 32&quot; is especially a
problem with IPC since the stall is only required to be 30&quot; wide.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This section of the FBC should be clearer, easier to understand, more consistently interpreted, applied, and enforced.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
A code that is clearer, easier to understand, more consistently interpreted, applied, and enforced, and removes several
ambiguities, but does not introduce new requirements, should not increase cost, and may result in reductions in cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
A code that is clearer, easier to understand, more consistently interpreted, applied, and enforced, may result in reductions in the
cost of doing business, especially if differences in code interpretation and enforcement are reduced or eliminated.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

A code that is clearer, easier to understand, more consistently interpreted, applied, and enforced, may
result in reductions in the cost of doing business, especially if differences in code interpretation and
enforcement are reduced or eliminated.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The proposed revisions provide easier to understand requirements for the size of doors. Door size affects egress and
accessibility, both of which have a direct connection to health, safety, and welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
A code that is clearer, easier to understand, more consistently interpreted, applied, and enforced, may result in reductions in the
cost of doing business, especially if differences in code interpretation and enforcement are reduced or eliminated.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Proposed revisions to discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Proposed revisions do not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1023.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
New section
Summary of Modification
Better coordination and references to standpipe requirements
Rationale
Placing references to Sections 905.3 and 905.4 standpipe requirements for interior exit stairways &amp; ramps (Section 1023), exit
passageways (Section 1024) and horizontal exits (Section 1026) will help designers and reviewers to include this requirement early in
the building design process. During the means of egress design process, the requirement for standpipes for interior exit
stairways/ramps, exit passageways and horizontal exits are frequently overlooked and may have significant cost impacts to correct
later during construction. Including the standpipe references will make the design team aware of the requirement early in the design
process and help insure cost impacts are considered at the appropriate time.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assist in plan review and coordination
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves coordination and safety of occupants in buidling
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Increases Code compliance in design stages as well as construction
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1024.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
New section
Summary of Modification
Better coordination and references to standpipe requirements
Rationale
Placing references to Sections 905.3 and 905.4 standpipe requirements for interior exit stairways &amp; ramps (Section 1023), exit
passageways (Section 1024) and horizontal exits (Section 1026) will help designers and reviewers to include this requirement early in
the building design process. During the means of egress design process, the requirement for standpipes for interior exit
stairways/ramps, exit passageways and horizontal exits are frequently overlooked and may have significant cost impacts to correct
later during construction. Including the standpipe references will make the design team aware of the requirement early in the design
process and help insure cost impacts are considered at the appropriate time.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assist in plan review and coordination
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves coordination and safety of occupants in buidling
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Increases Code compliance in design stages as well as construction
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1026.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
New section
Summary of Modification
Better coordination and references to standpipe requirements
Rationale
Placing references to Sections 905.3 and 905.4 standpipe requirements for interior exit stairways &amp; ramps (Section 1023), exit
passageways (Section 1024) and horizontal exits (Section 1026) will help designers and reviewers to include this requirement early in
the building design process. During the means of egress design process, the requirement for standpipes for interior exit
stairways/ramps, exit passageways and horizontal exits are frequently overlooked and may have significant cost impacts to correct
later during construction. Including the standpipe references will make the design team aware of the requirement early in the design
process and help insure cost impacts are considered at the appropriate time.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assist in plan review and coordination
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves coordination and safety of occupants in buidling
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Increases Code compliance in design stages as well as construction
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1025.2.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Include exception to marking
Rationale
1025.2.1 steps, 1025.2.3 handrails, and 1025.2.4 perimeter demarcation lines, all provide an exception to the minimum width of 1 inch
when the step, handrail and perimeter demarcation lines are listed in accordance with UL 1994, a performance standard. This
exception should also apply to Section 1025.2.5 for obstacle markings as the performance has been evaluated and validated by UL
1994.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Coordinates safety requirements among sections on safety aspects
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code in plan review and coordinated enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1026.4.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies capacity requirement for horizontal egress refuge areas
Rationale
This proposal clarifies the capacity requirements for horizontal exit refuge areas for defend in place occupancies. Currently, the
requirements for defend in place occupancies are located in the exception, rather than being located in the body of the text. Since the
exception would be more restrictive than the section, we are suggesting moving the requirements by reference into the main body of
the text. In addition, by a reference back to the refuge area capacities in Chapter 4, the provisions will always stay coordinated.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves efficiency and clarifies Code egress refuge approach improving life safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.4.1.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

John Woestman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The requirements for revolving doors were revised / updated for the 2015 IBC, including a definition of “breakout” and the use of that
term which took the place of the term “collapsing”. I missed this revision during the code development cycle for the 2015 IBC. Hence
this proposal.
Rationale
Fix a missed clarification of replacing &quot;collapsing&quot; with &quot;breakout&quot;.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. Proposal is a clarification of the code text.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None. Proposal is a clarification of the code text.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None. Proposal is a clarification of the code text.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None. Proposal is a clarification of the code text.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Proposal is a clarification of the code text regarding egress through revolving doors.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Proposal is a clarification of the code text regarding egress through revolving doors. Improves the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate. Proposal is a clarification of the code text regarding egress through revolving doors.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code. Proposal is a clarification of the code text regarding egress through revolving
doors.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/7/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.4.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

John Woestman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association (BHMA), an ANSI accredited SDO, received ANSI approval of A156.38-2014 Low
Energy Power Operated Sliding and Folding Doors, with mandatory performance and safety requirements for low energy power
operated sliding and folding doors.
Rationale
The Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association (BHMA), an ANSI accredited standard development organization, received ANSI
approval of A156.38-2014 Low Energy Power Operated Sliding and Folding Doors. This new standard has mandatory performance
and safety requirements for low energy power operated sliding and folding doors, and “rounds out” this section of the FBC to now
include most types of power operated doors. The standards currently referenced in this section are BHMA A156.10 Power Operated
Pedestrian Doors (for swinging, sliding, and folding doors) and BHMA A156.19 Standard for Power Assist and Low Energy Operated
Doors (for swinging doors).
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This new standard has mandatory performance and safety requirements for low energy power operated sliding and folding doors.
Manufacturers of these doors voluntarily comply with this standard. The standard provides a technical basis for code
compliance, which should facilitate code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Streamlines specifications for these types of low energy power operated doors. Should not add cost as manufacturers comply
voluntarily with this standard.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Should not add cost as manufacturers comply voluntarily with this standard.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Should not add cost as manufacturers comply voluntarily with this standard.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This new standard has mandatory performance and safety requirements for low energy power operated sliding and folding doors.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code as this new standard has mandatory performance and safety requirements for low energy power operated
sliding and folding doors,
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The standard has mandatory performance and safety requirements for low energy power operated sliding and folding doors and
does not discriminate against material, products, methods, or systems.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, increases the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1027.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Addresses egress stair requirements for Group R-3 requirements
Rationale
The proposed code change to Section 1027.5 adds an exception to limit the fire separation distance to 5 ft for an R-3 occupancy. The
proposed exception # 4 to Section 1027.6 exempts an exterior exit stairway on up to a 4 story R-3 from being separated from the
interior of a building. A four story R-3 should be the upper limit since the type of construction will have to be increased from type if
more than 4 stories in height.
The FBC regulates Group R-3 occupancies, typically one dwelling or two dwellings units located within the same building when the
building configuration is not within the scope of the Residential Code. So Group R-3 occupancies more than three stories above grade
plane and group R-3 occupancies with 2 units using a common means of egress are required to comply with the FBC. Additionally,
Townhouses that have a height of more than three stories above grade plane, and townhouses with only one side open to a pubic way
also need to comply with the FBC.

The FBC in many instances exempts R-3 occupancies from means of egress requirements more appropriate for buildings with larger
occupant loads and buildings with multiple tenant spaces/units sharing a common means of egress system.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Simplifies and improves enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves plan review and enforcement with regards to occupant safety and welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code application and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1027.6

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Addresses egress stair requirements for Group R-3 requirements
Rationale
The proposed code change to Section 1027.5 adds an exception to limit the fire separation distance to 5 ft for an R-3 occupancy. The
proposed exception # 4 to Section 1027.6 exempts an exterior exit stairway on up to a 4 story R-3 from being separated from the
interior of a building. A four story R-3 should be the upper limit since the type of construction will have to be increased from type if
more than 4 stories in height.
The FBC regulates Group R-3 occupancies, typically one dwelling or two dwellings units located within the same building when the
building configuration is not within the scope of the Residential Code. So Group R-3 occupancies more than three stories above grade
plane and group R-3 occupancies with 2 units using a common means of egress are required to comply with the FBC. Additionally,
Townhouses that have a height of more than three stories above grade plane, and townhouses with only one side open to a pubic way
also need to comply with the FBC.

The FBC in many instances exempts R-3 occupancies from means of egress requirements more appropriate for buildings with larger
occupant loads and buildings with multiple tenant spaces/units sharing a common means of egress system.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Simplifies and improves enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves plan review and enforcement with regards to occupant safety and welfare
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code application and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1028.4.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The proposal deletes an outdated and unused code requirement for egress courts.
Rationale
This proposal deletes an outdated and unused code requirement for egress courts. The concept of using a 36&quot; tall guardrail to
&quot;herd&quot; occupants toward the exit when the egress court exceeds the minimum required width is absurd and does nothing to
improve the safety of occupants. Can you imagine a building owner&#39;s response when an architect shows this on a design
development plan? The guard would effectively eliminate portions of the egress court exceeding the minimum required width from use
by occupants. Why would anyone ever design the court to be larger than the minimum required width only to install a guardrail to
prevent it&#39;s use? This is an obsolete regulation and needs to be deleted.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Eliminates confusion with Code requirement thus improvement occupant safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code in plan review and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1005.3.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1005.3.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1009.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7774
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1019.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7775
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.6

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.6.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7777
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.7

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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F7778
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/8/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinates section with application to open air assemblies
Rationale
Modification coordinates requirements with definition and other sections providing clarity and better focus on needs as well as
enforcement based on application and use
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and welfare of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/9/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.8.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinate definition for open-air assembly related section
Rationale
Provides better definition and coordination between sections for open-air assembly seating
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves Code coordination and overall application thus safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code focus and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/9/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.9.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinate definition for open-air assembly related section
Rationale
Provides better definition and coordination between sections for open-air assembly seating
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves Code coordination and overall application thus safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code focus and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/9/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.12.2.1
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinate definition for open-air assembly related section
Rationale
Provides better definition and coordination between sections for open-air assembly seating
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves Code coordination and overall application thus safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code focus and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/9/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.12.2.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Coordinate definition for open-air assembly related section
Rationale
Provides better definition and coordination between sections for open-air assembly seating
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None expected
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves Code coordination and overall application thus safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code focus and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.9.5.1
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Delete without substitution.
Rationale
This is proposed to be deleted because it is an inconsistent requirement. If there is a concern that a person receiving custodial care
might lock themselves in a bathroom or closet, this should be required in Group I-1, not just Group R-4. Also, this should not be a
overall minimum code requirement, but more an option for a facility to provide where needed. Literally this would applied to storage
closets that are not used by residents and closets that you would not walk into at all.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
possibility to decrease cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
While this might be a valid concern in some facilities for safety, the current provisions should not be applicable to just Group R-4.
Free egress from occupied spaces is already required by the code. The current language could be read to apply to all closets,
including reach-in closets.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
removes an unnecessary requirement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
see attached pdf
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/13/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1023.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Miguel Botello
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revises section 1023.4 “Openings” to replace “necessary” with the word “require” for consistency within the code.
Rationale
Consistency within the code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provides consistency within the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides consistency within the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.9.7
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarify areas and number of occupants in Group E occupancies that would allow the use of delayed egress locking systems. Allow
Group I-1 and I-4 occupancies to have up to 2 delayed egress locking systems in the egress path.
Rationale
The proposal for including Group E is in response to several requests to address the needs of small educational occupancies to help
prevent wandering / elopement, especially for the very young, and for special needs students.

As in Group I-2, Group I-1 occupancies may need more than one delayed egress system. For example, if the Group I-1 occupancy is
on the 2nd floor, or higher, in a building, a delayed egress system may be needed on the door to the exit stairway on that floor. And a
second delayed egress locking system may be needed at the door to the exterior on the ground floor. In Group I-1 and I-4 an
additional delayed egress locking system may be highly desirable to help reduce wandering or elopement by occupants.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
there are no new requirements to install delayed egress locking mechanisms, therefore there is only increased cost if the owner
elects to install the locking mechanisms.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
the use of delayed egress locks in Group E and Group I can prevent unintended wandering by occupants of the building.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
clarifies when delayed egress locks are allowed.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.9.8
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Lawrence Cohan
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarify and improve the consistency of the language in this code section.
Rationale
The changing language is proposed to eliminate redundancy in this section. With revisions to the first sentence, text late in that
sentence is redundant as entrance doors to tenant spaces are commonly in the means of egress. It is uncommon that tenant doors are
not in the means of egress.
The revisions to the numbered items is to clarify the required functions of the electric locking system. In Item 1, the added text
describes what the sensor is required to do upon detecting an approaching occupant. The revisions in the other items clarify
requirements for this electrical locking system.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
it clarifies the intent of the building code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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F7866
Date Submitted
Chapter

112
12/10/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1026.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Miguel Botello
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revise section 1026.4 "Refuge Area" to clarify the requirements for when the actual occupant load is less than the capacity of the exit.
Rationale
Aligns the code with industry standards.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. Would allow building owners to maximize the use of the floor area for their buildings
without having to make floor areas usable for refuge areas in order to accommodate more occupants than the area is legally
permitted to have.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Would permit flexibility in design.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction. Would allow building owners to maximize the use of the floor
area for their buildings without having to make floor areas usable for refuge areas in order to
accommodate more occupants than the area is legally permitted to have.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, provide occupant clarification.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, provide occupant clarification.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, provides clarification.
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F7868
Date Submitted
Chapter

113
12/10/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.9.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Miguel Botello
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Revise section 1029.9.1 "Minimum aisle width" coordination cleanup for minimum aisle width.
Rationale
Provides clarification, defines, and coordinates minimum aisle widths.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Provides clarification of aisle widths.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. The proposal is a clarification and coordination of current requirements; therefore,
there is no impact on the cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. The proposal is a clarification and coordination of current requirements; therefore,
there is no impact on the cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction. The proposal is a clarification and coordination of current
requirements; therefore, there is no impact on the cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, provides clarification and coordination.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/11/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.9.10
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Permit the use of locked doors for I-1 Occupancies within correction facilities.
Rationale
Group I-1 services are provided in jails, however, they were not in this list of locking arrangements for correctional facilities. Rather
than add Group I-1 to this growing list, it seems more appropriate to state that this type of locking should be allowed in all portions of a
correctional facility. In addition, this list of Groups is inconsistent with how correctional facilities is defined in Section 308.5. If this
system should not be allowed in certain types of jails, it should be regulated by the Condition, not a list of possible uses.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/11/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1011.11

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1014.1
Summary of Modification
clarify that handrails are required on "flights of stairways", not "stairways". The definition of "stairways" includes landings.
Rationale
Other than required handrail extensions, handrails are not required at the outside periphery of landings. However long before we get to
1014.6 Handrail extensions, the use of the defined term &quot;stairways&quot; in sections 1011.11 and 1014.1, supports the
interpretation that handrails are required at landings because by definition a stairway includes landings.

Stairway. One or more flights of stairs, either exterior or interior, with the necessary landings and platforms connecting therm, to form a
continuous and uninterrupted passage from one level to another.
The problem becomes more apparent when we look at 1014.4 Continuity. Unlike continuity in the IRC there is no limit related to the
flight. Confusion is created when 1014.4 is considered with the other handrail section references to stairways as revised in the
proposal above. This is a particular problem when considering residential applications.
This proposal provides a simple solution by substituting the correct term &quot;flights of stairways&quot; for &quot;stairways&quot; and
clarifies the intent of the code. The term flights of stairways is used throughout the code and in particular within 1014.6 Handrail
extensions.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/11/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1014.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1011.11
Summary of Modification
clarifies railing requirements for "flights of stairways", verses "stairways". By definition, "stairways" include landings.
Rationale
Other than required handrail extensions, handrails are not required at the outside periphery of landings. However long before we get to
1014.6 Handrail extensions, the use of the defined term &quot;stairways&quot; in sections 1011.11 and 1014.1, supports the
interpretation that handrails are required at landings because by definition a stairway includes landings.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1011.16

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
clarifies the construction requirements for permanent ladders.
Rationale
Section 306.5 of the FBC-M provides guidance on where ladders can be used to access equipment and for the technical criteria to
construct the ladder (see the reason of the original change for text). The concern is the exact wording of Section 1009.18, Item 6. The
list in Section 1011.6 is locations where ladders can be used. Item 6 is revised to limit the reference to where the ladders are permitted
in FBC-M Section 306.5. How ladders are to be constructed is moved to the base paragraph so it is clear what technical requirements
are to be followed where a ladder is provided in any of the 6 locations.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.9.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is consistency in language and consistency in exceptions to other sections.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is consistency in language. Added the language as a reminder for the accessible route to the exception for
Item 5, but missed the same concern in Item 4 exception 2. The accessible route provisions require 36&quot; width and are required
by Section 1009 and 1104 to the wheelchair spaces for ingress and egress. The reminder should be in both locations. If it is felt that
this is already addressed, it should be removed from the exception in Item 5. The strike out of &#39;ramped&#39; in the exception to
item 5 is because this item deals with both ramped and level aisles. The limitation of this option to &#39;ramped&#39; aisles was a
mistake. Level aisles are less hazardous than ramped aisles. Changing the language to &#39;serve less than 15 seats&#39; instead
&#39;does not serve more than 14 seats&#39; is not a technical change. It is for consistency with the language in the other
exceptions.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarifies and improves enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves application of access increasing safety and welfare for the public
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code and has no impact on products or related construction
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.14.3
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1029.14.1, 1029.14.2
Summary of Modification
New definitions to deal with vomitories specific needs
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide language addressing the most common concerns with stepped aisles around vomitories
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Addresses specific condition not addressed in Code giving direction and basis for design guidance and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minor and minimizes issues for access
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Minor
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Minor
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
By addressing specific need of use increases safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by clarifying specific needs and design criteria
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.14.1
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1029.14, 1029.14.2
Summary of Modification
New definitions to deal with vomitories specific needs
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide language addressing the most common concerns with stepped aisles around vomitories
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Addresses specific condition not addressed in Code giving direction and basis for design guidance and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minor and minimizes issues for access
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Minor
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Minor
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
By addressing specific need of use increases safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by clarifying specific needs and design criteria
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.14.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1029.14, 1029.14.1
Summary of Modification
New definitions to deal with vomitories specific needs
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide language addressing the most common concerns with stepped aisles around vomitories
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Addresses specific condition not addressed in Code giving direction and basis for design guidance and enforcement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minor and minimizes issues for access
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Minor
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Minor
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
By addressing specific need of use increases safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code by clarifying specific needs and design criteria
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.10.1
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves definition and provides clarity
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens by clarifying Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.10.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves definition and provides clarity
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens by clarifying Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.10.2.1
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves definition and provides clarity
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens by clarifying Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.10.2.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves definition and provides clarity
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens by clarifying Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1029.10.3
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways.
Rationale
The intent of this proposal is to provide minor revisions to clarify the language relating to the transitions between stepped aisle and
stairways
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Improves definition and provides clarity
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves enforcement and safety of users
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens by clarifying Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1013.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
allow more flexibility in the height of low-level exit signs
Rationale
The base code provides just a 2-inch tolerance for where the bottom of required low-energy exit signs must be located. This 2-inch
window is often challenging for designers and property owners due to field conditions or desired interior finish and trim. For example,
several high-end resort properties have installed 12-inch tall base boards in the exit access corridors of the hotels. The base code
requirement that the bottom of the sign be located within 10- to 12- inches above the floor level would create issues for these facilities.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal is consistent with the upper bounds permitted by another national code (NFPA 101 Life Safety Code).
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
There is no impact on the level of life safety of the occupants of the Group R-1 occupancies since the low-level exit signs will still
be visible below a smoke layer from a fire (in the zone in which the occupants would presumably be crawling.)
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1013.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1111.3
Summary of Modification
clarify code language to require tactile signage only for doors in areas of refuge that lead to the stairway (not to elevator lobbies).
Rationale
The point of the tactile exit signage is to let a visually impaired person know what door they should enter to exit the building. When a
stairway is accessed through an area of refuge, this signage is appropriate. Where the area of refuge is at the front of an elevator with
standby power, this is not appropriate. Many lobbies have double doors with hold open devices, so there is also the question about
where would be the correct location for this signage. This change in language will effectively not require the tactile exit signage at an
elevator lobby.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
possible reduction in cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
possible reduction in cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

possible reduction in cost
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes, less possible confusion
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1015.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
eliminate height of rail requirement to be taken from top of seat in Group R-3 not more than 3 story occupancies and individual
dwellings in Group R-2 not more than 3 stories above grade.
Rationale
The purpose of this proposal is coordination between the IBC and IRC. The phrase &#39;or adjacent fixed seating&#39; was in
exception 1 to coordinate with the provisions for guard height in the IRC. Previous edition of the IBC and IRC required guards to be
placed adjacent to fixed seating that occurs on areas such as decks where the seat and guard are built integral with the deck. At those
locations the guard height was measured from that seat. The requirement to measure from the fixed seating has been removed from
the IBC and IRC.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
possible reduction in cost
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
possible reduction in cost
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

possible reduction in cost
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
improves the code by providing continuity with IBC and IRC
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1017.3
Summary of Modification
modifies definition of "common path"
Rationale
The definition of &quot;common path of egress travel&quot; was modified for the 2015 Edition of the IBC. The intent of the change was
to clarify the common path of egress travel and exit access travel distance are measured in the same way. The terminus of each is
different, but the route is the same. This logic was based on the last sentence of the 2012 IBC definition, &quot;Common paths of
travel shall be included within the permitted travel distance.&quot; and the language in 2012 Section 1016.3, &quot;Exit access travel
distance shall be measured from the most remote point within a story…&quot;
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1017.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
202
Summary of Modification
modifies definition of "common path"
Rationale
The definition of &quot;common path of egress travel&quot; was modified for the 2015 Edition of the IBC. The intent of the change was
to clarify the common path of egress travel and exit access travel distance are measured in the same way. The terminus of each is
different, but the route is the same. This logic was based on the last sentence of the 2012 IBC definition, &quot;Common paths of
travel shall be included within the permitted travel distance.&quot; and the language in 2012 Section 1016.3, &quot;Exit access travel
distance shall be measured from the most remote point within a story…&quot;
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Date Submitted
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12/12/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1015.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Ann Russo4

Attachments

No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
In Group F occupancies the tip of the guard can be 34" to 38" and eliminates the 42" guard if, the exit access stairways serve three
stories or less, and such stairs are not open to the public, and the top of the guard also serves as handrail.
Rationale
Federal OSHA requirements restrict industrial stairway guard to a maximum of 34&quot;;it also intends that the top rail will be used as
a handrail. FBC requires a guard at 42&quot;. This proposal attempts to find a reasonable middle ground making at least one solution
to the FBC and OSHA requirements for non-egress stairways in factory settings. Gives factory workers the ability to work,carry tools in
tight spaces they are familiar with , to maneuver less awkwardly. It is already used int the FBC Group r-3 and in individual dwelling
units of R-2.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact to local entity as this is already a code requirement
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
It will be a decrease in cost to building and property owners as current code requirements adds additional rail and cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
It will be a decrease in cost to industry entity as current code requirements adds additional rail and cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

It will be a decrease in cost to industry entity as current code requirements adds additional rail and cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public y allowing workers to work more efficiently while still being safe in
tight areas
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by providing a better method by finding a reasonable middle ground making at least one solution to the FBC
and OSHA requirements for non-egress stairways in factory settings.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities as this is
already a current code requirement that does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of
demonstrated capabilities
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Increases the effectiveness of the code by finding a reasonable middle ground making at least one solution to the FBC and
OSHA requirements for non-egress stairways in factory settings.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/13/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.9.11
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Allow the 5th and 6th floors of non-high rise buildings to use locking hardware on stairway means of egress doors - the same as
currently allowed on floors 1 thru 4.
Rationale
As currently written, the 2015 IBC allows stairway doors to be locked from the side opposite egress on stories one through four in
Exception 3 of Section 1010.1.9.11 and in high rise buildings (typically seven stories and higher) in Section 403.5.3. By deleting the
limitation on the number of stories in this section, stair doors on the fifth and sixth stories would be allowed to be locked from the
non-egress side consistent with doors on all other floors.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
yes
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1010.1.10
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Lawrence Cohan
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
limits panic hardware to swinging doors.
Rationale
UL 305 is the standard by which panic and fire exit hardware is typically listed. UL 305 applies to outward-opening doors and as such
does not apply to the special doors addressed in Section 1010.1.4. However, some have interpreted the current text in 1010.1.10 to
require panic hardware or fire exit hardware on special doors, such as special purpose horizontal sliding, accordian or folding doors.
The proposed text clarifies that panic and fire exit hardware is required for pivoted or side-hinged swinging doors.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
none
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
none
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

none
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
yes
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
clarifies the intent of code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not
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Section
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No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
IFC 1010.1.9.7
Summary of Modification
Permit the use of delayed egress system on door(s) other than the main entrance/exit door(s) from a courtroom.
Rationale
The intent of this code change proposal is to permit the use of delayed egress system on door(s) other than the main entrance/exit
door(s) from a courtroom. According to Chapter 3 in the FBC, courtrooms are considered Assembly occupancies. Therefore, delayed
egress locking systems would not be permitted to be installed on any doors from a courtroom. Courtrooms are located within
courthouses which are a unique building type that is designed with three separate and distinct circulation systems – one for the public,
one for the judiciary/secure staff, and one for in-custody inmates. Because each of these groups must be kept separate for security
reasons, it is necessary to lock the doors where these groups interface to prevent intermixing. A standard courtroom design provides
free egress for the public from the main entrance/exit door(s) (the same entrance the public entered the courtroom) to the public
circulation area. The door serving the detainee area (prisoner interface) is locked and fail secure, which is permitted by code. As
stated above, since the courtrooms are considered an &quot;assembly occupancy&quot; and have an occupant load of 50 or more
persons they require a second means of egress.
Industry practice has been to utilize the exit(s) in the front of the courtroom as the secondary means of egress. These egress door(s)
also serve as the entrance/egress for the judge and court staff. (Please refer to diagram). To maintain the security separation of
occupants, it is industry practice to equip these second means of egress door(s) with a delayed egress locking system which prevents
any unauthorized person from gaining access to the secure corridor areas.
A courtroom, unlike many other assembly occupancies, is a controlled environment. A bailiff is located within the courtroom when
occupied by the public and/or prisoners. The bailiff, along with other court personnel, is equipped with a security access card that can
override the delay.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
local entity has additional inspection and plan review options of safety devices
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact to building and property owners . It will not increase the cost of construction. It is common to see these devices used
within courthouses. Allowing this will not increase the cost of construction
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact to industry . It will not increase the cost of construction. It is common to see these devices used within courthouses.
Allowing this will not increase the cost of construction
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact to small business. It will not increase the cost of construction. It is common to see these
devices used within courthouses. Allowing this will not increase the cost of construction
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by allowing secondary egress doors to have delayed egress
options.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code providing a better methods and/or systems of construction by allowing secondary egress doors to have
delayed egress options.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities, this is a
current code requirement that does not limit materials, products, methods, or systems of construction
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Increases the effectiveness of the code by providing a better methods and/or systems of construction
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Commission Action
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Affects HVHZ

John Woestman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Propose requirements for locking of doors to classrooms, offices, and other occupied rooms in Group E and Group B educational
occupancies.
Rationale
This proposal submits for the FBC the same language approved for the 2018 IBC. The final language approved for the 2018 IBC
modified the original BHMA proposal per a joint public comment by the ICC Building Code Action Committee (BCAC) and the
International Association of Fire Chiefs, Fire &amp; Life Safety Section.

The proposal permits these doors to be locked, which is consistent with decades of past practice, and requires compliance with current
requirements of the code.
Item 1, which is new, requires these doors to be unlockable from outside the room. This new requirement is important to ensure
authorized personnel have ready access into these rooms.
The last sentence in this proposal permits remote operation of locks – remote locking may be highly desirable in new or renovated
schools – while requiring the door locks to provide the same functionality of locks without remote locking capability.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Provides guidance where door locks are installed in classrooms, offices, and occupied rooms of K-12 schools and colleges /
universities.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Proposed requirements are consistent with vast majority of door locking systems being installed in new schools for the last
decade or so. Thus, minimal to no cost of compliance (for new construction).
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Proposed requirements are consistent with vast majority of door locking systems being installed in new schools for the last
decade or so. Thus, minimal to no cost of compliance (for new construction).
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Proposed requirements are consistent with vast majority of door locking systems being installed in new
schools for the last decade or so. Thus, minimal to no cost of compliance (for new construction).
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes. Very important to require door locks, where installed in schools, to comply with requirements of the code AND to be
unlockable from outside the room by authorized personnel; who may need immediate access (ingress) into a room to address
whatever emergency situation may be unfolding within.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, provides appropriate guidance and requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code by addressing this very important need.
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Alternate Language
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Add a section to FBC in the special locking arrangements area to address “monitored egress”. Monitored egress is where a device
such as a card reader, keypad, iris scan, finger scan, etc., is used to monitor who is egressing.
Rationale
Monitored or recorded egress is where an active device requiring credentials is used to monitor and / or record who is egressing. The
active device could be a card reader, keypad, iris scan, finger scan, etc. A monitored egress device could be utilized on any of the
“special locking arrangements” of Sections 1010.1.9.6 (Controlled egress), 1010.1.9.7 (Delayed egress), 1010.1.9.8 (Sensor release of
electrically locked doors), 1010.1.9.9 (Electromagnetically locked egress doors), 1010.1.9.10 (Locking arrangements in correctional
facilities) provided the functions of that specific locking arrangement are retained and maintained. Examples: a keypad could be
installed next to an electromagnetically locked egress door; a card reader could be installed next to a delayed egress door; or a
keypad installed in the approach area of a sensor release door. The special locking arrangement would need to fully comply with its
requirements.

This proposal provides guidance and requirements for locking systems and locking arrangements installed today. For example, some
hospitals in the newborn nursery area installed delayed egress locking systems (complying with FBC 1010.1.9.7). Many of these
locking systems allow hospital staff to swipe their magnetic name badge to eliminate the delay of the delayed egress system while also
disabling any alarm system, and at the same time recording (monitoring) which badge was swiped. The proposal recognizes systems
such as this, and provides appropriate requirements.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Provides guidance and requirements for locking systems and locking arrangements installed today.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
These are &quot;shall be permitted&quot; locking systems. As such, there should be no required cost of code compliance. IF
these locking systems are installed, the proposed requirements help assure current code requirements are complied with, which
should not increase cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
These are &quot;shall be permitted&quot; locking systems. As such, there should be no required cost of code compliance. IF
these locking systems are installed, the proposed requirements help assure current code requirements are complied with, which
should not increase cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

These are &quot;shall be permitted&quot; locking systems. As such, there should be no required cost of
code compliance. IF these locking systems are installed, the proposed requirements help assure current
code requirements are complied with, which should not increase cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal helps ensure egress is provided consistent with current requirements of the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code.
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Related Modifications
IFC1023.4
Summary of Modification
Replaces non-mandatory language with mandatory language "required" instead of necessary
Rationale
Replace non-mandatory language with mandatory language
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Increases strength through improved regulatory language.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact to building and property owners as this is will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact to industry as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact to small buisiness as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by being an editorial clean up. It replaces non-mandatory language
with mandatory language
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code. This is an editorial clean up. It replaces non-mandatory language with mandatory language
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against material, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities, this is a
current code requirement that does not limit material, products, methods, or systems of construction
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code This is an editorial clean up. It replaces non-mandatory language with mandatory
language.
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Related Modifications
IFC 1023.11
1011
Summary of Modification
Adds Section 412.3.2 to smoke proof enclosures in correlation with air traffic control towers.
Rationale
Section 412.3.2 requires smokeproof enclosures for air traffic control tower stairs and refers to section 1023.11 but section 1023.11
does not reference back to 412.3.2 as it does for high-rise buildings (403.5.4) and underground buildings (405.7.2). This change is
proposed to reduce potential confusion from the lack of the reference statement in 1023.11. The current code requirement from
412.3.2 is included below for reference.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact to local entity as this is only reduces potential confusion and clarifies the intent of the code. No cost impact is
associated with this change.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact to building and property owners as this is will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact to industry as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact to small business as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by adding a change that is proposed to reduce potential confusion
from the lack of the reference statement in 1023.11
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by adding a change that is proposed to reduce potential confusion from the lack of the reference statement in
1023.11
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against material, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities, this is a
current code requirement that does not limit material, products, methods, or systems of construction
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Increases the effectiveness by adding a change that is proposed to reduce potential confusion from the lack of the reference
statement in 1023.11
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
FBC proposal incorporating revisions approved for the 2018 IBC by proposals E77-15 and E78-15.
Rationale
E77-15 info and reasons
Proponent (original proposal): William Koffel, representing WonDoor
Commenter’s Reason: UL 305 is the standard by which panic and fire exit hardware is typically listed. UL 305 applies to
outward-opening doors and as such does not apply to the special doors addressed in Section 1010.1.4. However, some have
interpreted the current text in 1010.1.10 to require panic hardware or fire exit hardware on special doors, such as special purpose
horizontal sliding, accordian or folding doors. The proposed text clarifies that panic and fire exit hardware is required for pivoted or
side-hinged swinging doors.
Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction

E78-15 info and reasons
Proponent (original proposal: John Woestman, Kellen Company, representing Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association (BHMA)
Commenter’s reason: Revised 2nd exception allows doors in the means of egress of Group A or E occupancy with an occupant load of
50 or more to be equipped with doors complying with IBC Section 1010.1.9.8 Sensor release of electrically locked doors. These door
locking systems permitted by 1010.1.9.8 are required to detect an occupant approaching the door and cause the electrical locking
system to unlock the door, allowing egress. These locking arrangements facilitate immediate egress by sensing the approaching
occupant and unlocking the electric lock on the door. In many applications, the occupant is unaware the door is electrically locked as
the electrical locks unlock prior to the occupant reaching the door.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal clarifies requirements regarding panic and fire exit hardware which should make it easier to interpret and enforce
the building code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There should be no increase in cost of compliance with the clarifications in this code proposal.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There should be no increase in cost of compliance with the clarifications in this code proposal.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There should be no increase in cost of compliance with the clarifications in this code proposal.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the code by improving text of requirements where panic or fire exit hardware is required.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code with improvements in understanding.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code.
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Related Modifications
1010.1.1.1
Summary of Modification
The intent of a large portion of this change is consistent use of the terminology (e.g., minimum clear opening width/height) throughout
this section. There is also the intent of putting the modifier first within the specific requirements (Group I-2, ambulatory care) and the
exceptions.
Rationale
The intent of a large portion of this change is consistent use of the terminology (e.g., minimum clear opening width/height) throughout
this section. There is also the intent of putting the modifier first within the specific requirements (Group I-2, ambulatory care) and the
exceptions.
Exceptions 1, 2, 6 and 7 cannot be used in Accessible, Type A or Type B units; that would conflict with the Florida Accessibility Code
for Building Construction, ICC A117.1, ADA and FHA. Also in Exception 7: dwelling units and sleeping units in Group I-2 and I-3 have
specific criteria elsewhere in this section, and the ADA does not allow Group R-1 units to use this exception, therefore, the more
specific limitation to allow this in Group I-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4.
Exception 8 is revised to be consistent with the language used for Type B dwelling units in ICC A117.1.
A code change added exception 10 as part of the coordination with ADA 224.1.2. Questions that has risen are: Is the intent to require
32&quot; clear width shower stall doors in all showers Group I-1, R-2, R-3 and R-4 or multi-stall shower rooms? Is the intent to require
32&quot; clear width shower doors in the 2nd bathrooms in Accessible units that are not required to have clearances? Elimination first
part of the sentence would not change the allowances for accessible hotel rooms, and would eliminate the question.
Exception 11 is proposed to be added to address a similar question for doors on toilet stalls. The width of 32&quot; is especially a
problem with IPC since the stall is only required to be 30&quot; wide.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There will be no impact, as the proposed change is a clarification and coordination of current requirements.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There will be no increase in cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There will be no impact, as the proposed change is a clarification and coordination of current requirements.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There will be no increase in cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This is a simple clarification, making it easier to understand.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This is a simple clarification, making it easier to understand.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This is a simple clarification, making it easier to understand.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This is a simple clarification, making it easier to understand.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The intent of this proposal is to allow doors to roofs not intended to be occupied to be locked. In an effort to prevent locking out an
authorized person who goes to the roof from inside the building, this proposal includes a requirement for the door to not automatically
lock behind this person.
Rationale
Questions are being asked of BHMA members as to what is allowed and / or required for locking of doors to roofs not intended to be
occupied. This proposal attempts to address these questions.
The intent of this proposal is to allow doors to roofs not intended to be occupied to be locked preventing access into the building from
the roof, especially for security reasons. However, in an effort to prevent locking out an authorized person who goes to the roof from
inside the building, this proposal includes a requirement for the door to not automatically lock behind this person.
This proposal does not address locking of doors preventing access to the roof. Also, egress from occupied roofs is addressed in
Section 1006.3.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Minimal, relative only to the inspection of the locking mechanism.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No costs unless doors providing access to the roof are desired to be locked. If these doors are to be locked, this proposal
provides guidance for selecting locking hardware.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No costs unless doors providing access to the roof are desired to be locked. If these doors are to be locked, this proposal
provides guidance for selecting locking hardware.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No costs unless doors providing access to the roof are desired to be locked. If these doors are to be
locked, this proposal provides guidance for selecting locking hardware.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Prevents occupants from being inadvertently trapped on a roof.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Prevents occupants from being inadvertently trapped on a roof.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Has no effect.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Strengthens the code by requiring a safer locking system for egress from roofs.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Eliminates an inconsistent requirement.
Rationale
This is proposed to be deleted because it is an inconsistent requirement. If there is a concern that a person receiving custodial care
might lock themselves in a bathroom or closet, this should be required in Group I-1, not just Group R-4. Also, this should not be an
overall minimum code requirement, but more an option for a facility to provide where needed. Literally this would applied to storage
closets that are not used by residents and closets that you would not walk into at all.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There will be no impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There will be no impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There will be no impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There will be no impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Does not affect the safety of the public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The proposal eliminates an inconsistent requirement.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Has no effect.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Has no effect.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal is in response to several requests to address the needs of small educational occupancies to help prevent wandering /
elopement, especially for the very young, and for special needs students.
Rationale
This proposal is in response to several requests to address the needs of small educational occupancies to help prevent wandering /
elopement, especially for the very young, and for special needs students.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will not affect the ability to enforce the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost impact unless the building owner chooses to install a delayed egress locking system.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost impact unless the building owner chooses to install a delayed egress locking system.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost impact unless the building owner chooses to install a delayed egress locking system.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Allows small education occupancies to more effectively maintain the safety of its occupants.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Allows small education occupancies to more effectively maintain the safety of its occupants.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Has no effect on materials or methods.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Allows small education occupancies to more effectively maintain the safety of its occupants.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Provides a design option that would allow two delayed egress locking systems in the means of egress.
Rationale
In Item 5, the new exception is proposed to be revised to include Group I-1 occupancies to allow up to two delayed egress systems. As
in Group I-2, Group I-1 occupancies may need more than one delayed egress system. For example, if the Group I-1 occupancy is on
the 2nd floor, or higher, in a building, a delayed egress system may be needed on the door to the exit stairway on that floor. And a
second delayed egress locking system may be needed at the door to the exterior on the ground floor. In Group I-1 and I-4 an
additional delayed egress locking system may be highly desirable to help reduce wandering or elopement by occupants.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Little to no impact, as it provides a design option.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will increase the cost of construction.
This is a design option that would allow two delayed egress locking systems in the means of egress, which would increase costs,
but it is not a requirement.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will increase the cost of construction.
This is a design option that would allow two delayed egress locking systems in the means of egress, which would increase costs,
but it is not a requirement.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will increase the cost of construction.
This is a design option that would allow two delayed egress locking systems in the means of egress,
which would increase costs, but it is not a requirement.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provides a design option that can provide greater control over means of egress.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides a design option that can provide greater control over means of egress.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Has no affect on materials and methods.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Provides a design option that can provide greater control over means of egress.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Update to improve clarity and consistency in the language. The language is proposed to eliminate redundancy in this section.
Rationale
Update 1010.1.9.8 to improve clarity and consistency in the language. The charging language is proposed to eliminate redundancy in
this section. With revisions to the first sentence, text late in that sentence is redundant as entrance doors to tenant spaces are
commonly in the means of egress. It is uncommon that tenant doors are not in the means of egress.
The revisions to the numbered items is to clarify the required functions of the electric locking system. In Item 1, the added text
describes what the sensor is required to do upon detecting an approaching occupant. The revisions in the other items clarify
requirements for this electrical locking system.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. There are no technical revisions.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Helps to clarify code requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Helps to clarify requirements and eliminate redundancy.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Has no affect om materials or methods.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Helps to clarify requirements and eliminate redundancy.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Eliminates the list of Groups in the section due to inconsistencies with how correctional facilities are defined in the code.
Rationale
Group I-1 services are provided in jails, however, they were not in this list of locking arrangements for correctional facilities. Rather
than add Group I-1 to this growing list, it seems more appropriate to state that this type of locking should be allowed in all portions of a
correctional facility. In addition, this list of Groups is inconsistent with how correctional facilities is defined in Section 308.5. If this
system should not be allowed in certain types of jails, it should be regulated by the Condition, not a list of possible uses.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact. Clarification of requirements only.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarifies the code requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies the code requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
has no affect on materials or methods.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Clarifies the code requirements.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Modifies tread measurement for spiral stairs, as the method is outdated.
Rationale
This measurement method for standard and winder treads and the 7&#189; inch tread depth for spiral stairs predates the FBC. Since
that time the method of measuring spiral stair tread depth has changed with the definition of winder. Spiral treads are winder treads as
defined in the code.
Winder. A tread with nonparallel edges
Winder tread depth is measured &quot;...between the vertical planes of the foremost projection of adjacent treads at the intersections
with the walkline...&quot;. The change in the method of measurement results in a smaller dimension, for the same tread, that is &#190;
inch smaller in depth as illustrated in figure 1. The figure also illustrates the elements of spiral stair tread geometry. If the code is not
changed, each tread in the typical spiral stairway would need to be increased by &#190; inch from the longstanding accepted practice.
The proposed dimension change preserves what has been the industry standard for the manufacture of spiral stairways since the
legacy codes.
Not approving this proposal will result in undue costs for the limited number of stairs that will comply with code when the riser height
can be maximized. Please keep in mind that no substantiation was presented of the need for increased tread depth in spiral stairways.
In fact spiral stairs actually have deeper treads than most stairs, adjacent to the handrail on the outside where the user walks. The
currently required, additional &#190; inches of tread depth increase, inadvertently approved in the last cycle, and changed in the long
accepted standard for a typical 360 degree stairway will add more than one and one third treads to to each 13 tread stairway rotation.
This will increasing the rotation by more than 36 degrees or 10% making it impossible in most situations to achieve the required
headroom of 78 inches. Unchanged the FBC will all but eliminate spiral stairways.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact to plan review or inspections.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will reduce the cost of construction by not eliminating space saving spiral stairs from most applications where the intent of the
code is to allow their use. Space saved = $ saved.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will reduce the cost of construction by not eliminating space saving spiral stairs from most applications where the intent of the
code is to allow their use. Space saved = $ saved.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will reduce the cost of construction by not eliminating space saving spiral stairs from most applications
where the intent of the code is to allow their use. Space saved = $ saved.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will allow for more usable space in a building.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Does not degrade the code requirements, but clarifies a key difference in winder treads and spiral stairs.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Allows the use of space saving manufactured spiral stairs.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the code requirements, but clarifies a key difference in winder treads and spiral stairs.
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Related Modifications
1014.1
Summary of Modification
Clarifies that handrails, other than extensions, are not required at the periphery of stair landings.
Rationale
Other than required handrail extensions, handrails are not required at the outside periphery of landings. However long before we get to
1014.6 Handrail extensions, the use of the defined term &quot;stairways&quot; in sections 1011.11 and 1014.1, supports the
interpretation that handrails are required at landings because by definition a stairway includes landings.
Stairway. One or more flights of stairs, either exterior or interior, with the necessary landings and platforms connecting therm, to form a
continuous and uninterrupted passage from one level to another.
The problem becomes more apparent when we look at 1014.4 Continuity. Unlike continuity in the IRC there is no limit related to the
flight. Confusion is created when 1014.4 is considered with the other handrail section references to stairways as revised in the
proposal above. This is a particular problem when considering residential applications.
This proposal provides a simple solution by substituting the correct term &quot;flights of stairways&quot; for &quot;stairways&quot; and
clarifies the intent of the code. The term flights of stairways is used throughout the code and in particular within 1014.6 Handrail
extensions.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will have no effect. Simply a clarification.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
A simple clarification of handrail requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
A simple clarification of handrail requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
A simple clarification of handrail requirements.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
A simple clarification of handrail requirements.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies currently existing ladder construction requirements.
Rationale
Section 306.5 of the FMC provides guidance on where ladders can be used to access equipment and for the technical criteria to
construct the ladder (see the reason of the original change for text). The concern is the exact wording of Section 1009.18, Item 6. The
list in Section 1011.6 is locations where ladders can be used. Item 6 is revised to limit the reference to where the ladders are permitted
in FMC Section 306.5. How ladders are to be constructed is moved to the base paragraph so it is clear what technical requirements
are to be followed where a ladder is provided in any of the 6 locations.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There is no change to the technical requirements, so no impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There is no change to the technical requirements, so no impact in cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There is no change to the technical requirements, so no impact in cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no change to the technical requirements, so no impact in cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
A simple clarification. No technical changes.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
A simple clarification. No technical changes.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
A simple clarification. No technical changes.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
A simple clarification. No technical changes.
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Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarification and coordination of current requirements.
Rationale
The proposal will improve consistency in language throughout the code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The proposal will improve consistency in language throughout the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal will help clarify and coordinate the current code requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will improve the application of the code and will provide clarity to the current code requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will improve the application of the code and will provide clarity to the current code requirements.
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Summary of Modification
Eliminate Alternate Conditions allowable for Metal Composite Materials (MCM)
Rationale
Fire events around the world have made everyone rethink how MCM panels fit within the construction landscape. While many, if not
all, of the fires have involved product and/or wall assemblies that would not have been allowed to be constructed under the code, it is
clear that there are questions regarding the allowable use of standard core and fire resistive MCM panels. The MCM Manufacturers
that are members of the Metal Construction Association agree that to simplify the application of MCM, Section 1407.11 Alternate
conditions, which is based on the allowable use of other combustible exterior envelope materials within the code, should be removed.
This will eliminate questions from both designers and code compliance officials on the appropriate product to use.

The clarification of MCM and MCM systems is added because Section 1407.10.1 specifically applies to the MCM &quot;panel&quot;
(referred to as MCM in the code). Sections 1407.10.2 through 1407.10.4 reference both MCM and MCM systems.
By using the &quot;40 feet above grade plane&quot; limit as a trigger for MCM system compliance with NFPA 285, the product
decision is simplified and the code is made more clear.
The majority of the domestic MCM manufacturers are represented as members of the Metal Construction Association and all agreed
unanimously to support this proposed change.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Positive - Should make compliance easier to understand and the enforcement of the code clearer
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minimal - The material cost differential between standard core and fire resistive material is minimal. Material inventories may
lead to longer lead time and require additional planning.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Minimal - The product manufacturers are the proponents of this proposal and are is support of this position
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None - The fabrication and installation of either material is essentially identical.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarification of material choice and ease of compliance with code requirements. The general public will not realize any visual or
performance difference however the fire safety will be improved on a small segment of structures.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Makes code compliance easier to understand and enforce by elimination of alternate conditions listed in 1407.11
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The products involved in this code change are interchangeable.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal would increase the effectiveness of the code by minimizing alternate conditions and clarifying design and
performance requirements.
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Commission Action

Section

1406.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522, 7553, 7826, 8265, 8267, 8269, 8270
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
24

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

2406.4.5

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Lynn Miller
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This modification clarifies that the sacrificial outboard panes of laminated, insulated glass windows are not required to be safety
glazed if they are not exposed to potential hazards.
Rationale
If a laminated, insulated glass window is installed in a wall that is exposed to a slip hazard, provided the laminated inboard lite of the
window (adjacent to the hazard) is safety-glazed, the sacrificial outboard lite should not require safety glazing if it is not exposed to any
potential hazards.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There currently exists confusion regarding whether or not the outboard lite is required to be safety-glazed. This modification will
clarify the requirement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This modification does not impact the cost associated with compliance with the code.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This modification does not impact the cost associated with compliance with the code.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This modification does not impact the cost associated with compliance with the code.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification will not adversely affect the health, safety or welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code as it clarifies a requirement which is currently causing confusion in the industry.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This modification does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
26

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

2603.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Marcelo Hirschler
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal adds a suitable thermal barrier material.
Rationale
Thermal barriers are materials that comply with NFPA 275. In order to comply with NFPA 275 thermal barrier materials (in combination
with the foam plastic insulation they are supposed to protect) are supposed to resist flashover after exposure to a room-corner test
(using a test specimen that covers 3 walls and the ceiling of an 8 ft. by 12 ft. by 8 ft. room) such as NFPA 286, as well as comply with a
number of other requirements (peak heat release rate of no more than 800 kW, flames that don&#39;t reach the extremities of the test
specimen, total smoke release of no more than 1,000 m2). As an alternative to testing to NFPA 286 the thermal barriers are allowed to
be tested to FM 4880, UL 1040 or UL 1715, all severe large scale tests.
Beyond the test just mentioned, thermal barriers must also be able to pass a fire resistance test using a time-temperature curve like
the one in ASTM E119 for 15 minutes. It is clear (and fire test data have shown this) that thin wood panel materials will not comply with
these requirements, because if a thin wood panel,
covering a foam plastic insulation material, is exposed to the fire source in NFPA 286, it will reach flashover well before the end of the
15 minute test period.
Discussions held during ICC hearings addressed the interest by some proponents that a wood material be permitted to be used as a
thermal barrier without testing. Therefore, this proposal suggests that heavy timber is a wood material that could safely be used as a
thermal barrier, while thin wood panels are not appropriate thermal barriers.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Adds an alternative thermal barrier material
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No added cost for compliance
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No added cost for compliance
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No added cost for compliance - provides an additional alternative
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provides an alternate products
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against materials or products
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
26

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

2612

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

John Woestman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal is intended to be clarifications and simplification of the requirements for plastic composites identified in this section of
the FBC.
Rationale
This proposal is intended to be clarification and simplification of the requirements for plastic composites identified in this section.
The 2017 FBC included, for the first time, specific requirements for plastic composite deck boards, stair treads, and guard systems.
This language was developed and finalized during the 2012 ICC code development cycle for the 2015 IBC. The following year (2013),
the requirements in the IRC for these same products were revised, but the result is there are some differences between the 2015 IBC
and the 2015 IRC. This code change proposal is an effort to move the language of the 2018 IBC and the 2020 FBC to be in close
alignment with the language of the 2015 IRC and 2017 Florida Building Code, Residential.
Cost: No cost implications. No technical changes to the code requirements.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Updated, revised, and clarified requirements for plastic composite deck boards, stair treads, and guard systems should help with
interpretation and enforcement of the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost implications. No technical changes to the code requirements.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost implications. No technical changes to the code requirements.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost implications. No technical changes to the code requirements.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Updated, revised, and clarified requirements for plastic composite deck boards, stair treads, and guard systems should help with
interpretation and enforcement of the code, and help to ensure the appropriate product is selected and installed correctly.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate. Requires plastic composite deck boards, stair treads, and guard systems to comply with an industry
accepted standard currently referenced in the code.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves the effectiveness of the code.
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F8251
Date Submitted
Chapter

157
12/14/2018
26

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

2603.7

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

John Woestman
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal is intended to revise the requirements for foam plastic in plenums. There is a companion proposal for the Florida
Mechanical Code. This code change is intended to not revise technical requirements, but clarifies the code's intent for the use of foam
plastic in plenums.
Rationale
This proposal is intended to revise the requirements for foam plastic in plenums. There is a companion proposal for the Florida
Mechanical Code. This code change is intended to not revise technical requirements, but clarifies the code&#39;s intent for the use of
foam plastic in plenums. The following revisions are proposed:
2) The requirements for foam plastic in a plenum (currently 2603.7.2 Approval) are moved to the charging paragraph in proposed
Section 2603.7.
3) Not including the last sentence in 2603.7 in this re-write of 2603.7 clearly establishes the ASTM E84 performance limits and NFPA
286 with the identified acceptance criteria in 803.1.2 as the qualifying tests for use of foam plastics exposed to the airflow in plenums.
4) The use of a thermal barrier (currently Section 2603.7.1 Separation required) separating the foam plastic from the airflow in the
plenum is allowed and therefore listed as an exception.
5) The use of an alternate barrier (currently Section 2603.7.3 Covering) separating the foam plastic from the airflow in the plenum is
allowed and therefore listed as an exception.
6) A new exception is added to recognize the use of masonry or concrete as a means to separate the foam plastic from the airflow in
the plenum.
Masonry and concrete, with minimum 1 inch thickness, are approved thermal barriers for foam plastic per Section 2603.4.1.
7) A sentence is added to the Interior Finish and Trim (Section 2604.1) pointing back to the plenum requirements in Section 2603.7.
The changes bring needed clarification regarding the approved barriers and corresponding flame spread and smoke-developed
requirements for foam plastic used in plenums.

Cost Impact:
Part II: Will not increase the cost of construction No cost increase. This code proposal revises existing requirements without technical
changes.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The revised text should be easier to understand and enforce, and should make code enforcement quicker.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. This code proposal revises existing requirements without technical changes.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. This code proposal revises existing requirements without technical changes.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction. This code proposal revises existing requirements without
technical changes.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Easier to understand and enforce requirements for foam plastic materials in plenums should improve fire safety of plenums.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code with easier to understand and apply requirements.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
31

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

3104.5.2.2
No

Proponent
Attachments

Affects HVHZ

Michael Fox
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Clarifies type of glass required for pedestrian walkways
Rationale
This clarifies the intent of the code section
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarifies intent of Code
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies intent of Code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Clarifies intent of Code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Clarifies intent of Code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
31

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

3105.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522, 7553, 7826, 8265, 8267, 8269, 8270, 8271, 8273
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/30/2018
33

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

3306.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
The code provisions are based upon an assumption where the building or structure is completely contained within the construction
site with no access by the general public. There are some perceptions that this code provision only applies to "the public right of way".
Rationale
The code provisions are based upon an assumption where the building or structure is completely contained within the construction site
with no access by the general public. There are some perceptions that this code provision only applies to &quot;the public right of
way&quot;. Structures which are under renovation and still open to the public often have private property walkways leading to the
entrances of the building and are not subject to the pedestrian protection provisions in the published Code. The same hazards which
require protection of pedestrians at the public sidewalk may be present on the private property and should be subject to the same
protection afforded to those persons on a public sidewalk.

This proposal corrects an oversight in the provision for walkways at construction sites.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assists local jurisdictions in review of safety plans and enforcement of requirements
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Minimal and reduces contingent liability due to improper protection during construction activity
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Minimal costs but positive overall impact with regards to liability
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety and welfare of public around construction activity in transiting areas in better safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves Code efficiency in areas of pedestrian protection during construction activity
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves effectiveness of Code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

161
12/14/2018
35

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

35

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

No

Attachments

Tim Earl
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7511 (Section 406.8.3)
7546 (Section 424.2)
7547 (Sections 804.2 and 804.3)
Summary of Modification
This change adds ASTM E648 as a referenced standard, as a companion to 3 proposals which add it as an option to NFPA 253, since
they are equivalent tests and many labs produce reports labeled ASTM E648 instead of NFPA 253.
Rationale
ASTM E648 is technically equivalent to NFPA 253. Since the flooring industry routinely references ASTM E648, this proposal will
remove confusion when test reports reference the ASTM test instead of the NFPA test. This proposal also correlates with the 2018
IBC.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By explicitly allowing both tests
in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead
of NFPA 253.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This change may result in a small costs savings to industry, since those who submit ASTM E648 test reports currently have to
either ask the lab to provide another test report referencing NFPA 253, or have a code consultant explain to the code official that
they are equivalent tests.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact on cost. It may save time if the code official is unaware that the tests are equivalent. By
explicitly allowing both tests in the code, there is no need for any of the parties involved to research the
issue if the test report references ASTM E648 instead of NFPA 253.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This section is about the fire performance of flooring products, which is critical to life safety. The change itself simply improves
the usability of the code by recognizing two equivalent tests instead of one.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This change is material neutral, as flooring products are tested in an identical manner using ASTM E648 or NFPA 253. The only
difference is what is listed on the test report.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This change makes the code more complete and accurate, since ASTM E648 and NFPA 253 are the same test.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
2704

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

102.2.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
7522, 7553, 7826, 8265, 8267, 8269, 8270, 8271, 8273, 8275
Summary of Modification
This is a correlation change with other modifications that reorganize the heavy timber provisions. It does not change requirements but
improves terminology to distinguish between the use of the terms "heavy timber" and "Type IV construction."
Rationale
This modification was approved by the ICC committee and membership and appears in the 2018 edition of the International Building
Code. This code change is related a reorganization of Type IV provisions in Section 602.4 and the heavy timber provisions in section
2304.11. The goal of this change (and similar changes to heavy timber terminology in other chapters) is to use the term &quot;Type
IV&quot; or &quot;Section 602.4&quot; when the provisions are referring to the type of construction for the building, and &quot;heavy
timber complying with Section 2304.11&quot; when the provisions are referring to a heavy timber element located in a building of any
construction type. This and related changes are not intended to make technical changes to the code but rather to make the current
requirements easier to apply.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will make code application easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost-related impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost-related impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Will make code application easier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by making its application easier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/13/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

406.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
406.3, 702.4, and 702.5
Summary of Modification
Coordinates replacement window provisions of the FBC-EB
Rationale
(Note: Reason is as provided by original ICC proponent. JDB)
.
“Reason: This public proposal is submitted by the ICC Building Code Action Committee (BCAC). The BCAC was established by the
ICC Board of Directors to pursue opportunities to improve and enhance an assigned International Code or portion thereof. This
includes both the technical aspects of the codes as well as the code content in terms of scope and application of referenced
standards. Since its inception in July, 2011, the BCAC has held 13 open meetings and numerous workgroup calls which included
members of the BCAC as well as any interested party to discuss and debate the proposed changes and the public comments.
Related documentation and reports are posted on the BCAC website at: http://www.iccsafe.org/cs/BCAC/Pages/default.aspx. The
intent of this proposal is for consistent terminology in the IEBC between Chapter 4 and 7 when dealing with replacement windows. The
added language also clarifies that this applies to windows in IRC dwellings.”
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for replacement windows.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for replacement windows.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for replacement windows.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for replacement windows.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by coordinating and clarifying the provisions for replacement windows in various
sections.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by coordinating and clarifying the provisions for replacement windows in various sections.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/14/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

401.2.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo4
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
It add a new section 401.2.4 that allows alteration projects using the prescriptive method to use sprinkler systems as alternatives to
other forms of protection as allowed in the Building Code and as allowed in the FEBC for the work area method.
Rationale
&quot;The topic of allowing the ability to apply sprinkler protection trade-offs that exist in the current code has been a matter of
discussion in the code development arena for some time. How to apply the allowance for a potential reduction in fire-resistance ratings
and in what code they belong have been discussed without a consensus.
&quot;The concept is that once a building without sprinkler protection has been sprinklered throughout, whether due to renovations or
retroactive code application, the designer should be permitted to allow the same fire resistance rating provisions for new construction
in an existing sprinklered building. The issue is how to provide for that application of code and ensure a proper review by the building
code official is performed to ensure there are no impediments to granting an approval that may result in the reduction of existing levels
of protection.
The suggested language provides that once an existing building is sprinklered throughout and meets the other fire protection
requirements of Chapter 9 of the FBC, plans, investigation and evaluation reports, and other data can be submitted seeking approval
of the code official for the assignment of the new fire-resistance ratings which might me a reduction, or potentially an
increase.&quot;The suggested language also requires that any special construction features, conditions of occupancy, approved
modifications or approved alternative materials, design and methods of construction, and equipment applying to the building that
impact required fire-resistance ratings shall be identified in the evaluation reports submitted. This is to ensure special conditions are
identified that may prevent a reduction in fire-resistance ratings.&quot;
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal could reduce the cost of construction because it allows alteration projects using the prescriptive method to use
sprinkler systems as alternatives to other forms of protection as allowed in the Building Code and as allowed in the FEBC for the
work area method.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact to building and property owners as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact to industry as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact to small business as this is will not increase the cost of construction
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by allowing alteration projects using the prescriptive method to use
sprinkler systems as alternatives to other forms of protection as allowed in the Building Code and as allowed in the FEBC for the
work area method.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by allowing alteration projects using the prescriptive method to use sprinkler systems as alternatives to other
forms of protection as allowed in the Building Code and as allowed in the FEBC for the work area method.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate against material, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities, this is a
current code requirement that does not limit material, products, methods, or systems of construction
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Increases the effectiveness the code by allowing alteration projects using the prescriptive method to use sprinkler systems as
alternatives to other forms of protection as allowed in the Building Code and as allowed in the FEBC for the work area method.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/15/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

805.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Kimberly Gilliam
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
805.3.1, 805.3.1.1, Table 805.3.1.1(1) (New), Table 805.3.1.1(2) (New)
Summary of Modification
The intent of the proposal is coordination and an update to new terminology.
Rationale
Brings FBC, Existing Building into better alignment with FBC, Building.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change requirements.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change requirements.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change requirements.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change requirements.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No, the proposed modification is a clarification and does not change requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, the clarification provides better coordination within the Code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, it does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, the clarification provides better coordination within the Code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

166
12/12/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

804.2.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Kimberly Gilliam
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
904.1.4 (New)
Summary of Modification
The intent of this code change is to address that the municipal water supply must be available at the floor level where the work area is
located without the installation of a fire pump. Move to new section 904.1.4, bring into Level 3 alterations.
Rationale
The intent of this code change is to address the concern that the municipal water supply must be available at the floor level where the
work area is located without the installation of a fire pump. The determining factor for an automatic fire sprinkler system should be
whether there is adequate water at the site, not whether a fire pump may be required when achieving an acceptable level of public
safety.
This code change revises the text so that the adequacy of a municipal water supply at the building site is the determining factor. When
the work area exceeds 50% of the floor area and a fire sprinkler system would be required. The possible installation of a fire pump to
supplement the water flow and pressure would not be the deciding factor when providing fire safety to the work area. Move to Section
904.1.4 bringing the provisions into Level 3 alterations.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Unknown whether this will lead to more existing buildings being required to add sprinkler systems, because even though the
threshold is being lowered, the requirements are being moved from Level 2 alteration to Level 3 alteration.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
The cost of fire pump will be added to the cost of the fire sprinkler system. However, the same fire pump should be adequate for
future fire sprinkler system installations in the building, therefore, the fire pump will be a one-time cost for the building and future
alterations.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The cost of fire pump will be added to the cost of the fire sprinkler system. However, the same fire pump should be adequate for
future fire sprinkler system installations in the building, therefore, the fire pump will be a one-time cost for the building and future
alterations.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The cost of fire pump will be added to the cost of the fire sprinkler system. However, the same fire pump
should be adequate for future fire sprinkler system installations in the building, therefore, the fire pump
will be a one-time cost for the building and future alterations.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes, as it lowers the threshold at which existing buildings would require sprinkler systems.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, as it aligns with the latest ICC Codes, and lowers the threshold at which existing buildings would require sprinkler systems.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, it does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, it odes not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter
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12/15/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

804.4.1.7

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Harold Barrineau
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
None
Summary of Modification
804.4.1.7 Group R-4.
Rationale
This proposal is a clarification of requirements and correlation of requirements. Smoke alarms are addressed in Section 804.3.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal does not impact local entity relative to enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
This proposal is a clarification only.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
This proposal is a clarification only.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction.
This proposal is a clarification only.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposal improves the health, safety, and welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal strengthens or improves the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal does not discriminate against materials, products, methods or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/15/2018
10

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1012.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Kimberly Gilliam
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1012.5
Summary of Modification
Clarification so that the table is consistent with the identification of different levels of hazards for the residents in a Group R-4.
Rationale
The change in the table is consistent with the identification of different levels of hazards for the residents in Group R-4. The conditions
are based on the egress capability of the residents. Group R-4 Condition 1 is more consistent with Group R-3. Group R-2 Condition 2
is closer to a Group I-1.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This is a reduction in requirements for Group R-4 Condition 1.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. This is a reduction in requirements for Group R-4 Condition 1.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction. This is a reduction in requirements for Group R-4 Condition 1.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction. This is a reduction in requirements for Group R-4 Condition 1.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The conditions are based on the egress capability of the residents. Group R-4 Condition 1 is more consistent with Group R-3.
Group R-2 Condition 2 is closer to a Group I-1.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, it provides clarification and better coordination within the Code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, it does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, it improves coordination within the Code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/15/2018
14

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1401.6

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Kimberly Gilliam
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal adds "other codes" because other codes besides the FBC, Existing Building are referenced in Chapter 14.
Rationale
The reference to “other codes” is necessary as there are minimum provisions that must be met from other Florida Building Codes.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. The proposal is a clarification and does not impact cost.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None. The proposal is a clarification and does not impact cost.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None. The proposal is a clarification and does not impact cost.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None. The proposal is a clarification and does not impact cost.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No, the proposal is a clarification and does not change the requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, the clarification improves the coordination of the Code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, it does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, the clarification improves the coordination of the Code.
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Date Submitted
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12/15/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1401.6.6

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Kimberly Gilliam
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
1401.6.6.1
Summary of Modification
This proposal clarifies the issue as to the proper application of this section by providing a footnote to VO and modifies the text in
1401.6.6 to ensure that the maximum value of 2 applies to VO.
Rationale
The last sentence of 1401.6.6 states, &quot;The maximum positive value for this requirement shall be 2.&quot; Since Table
1401.6.6(1) has a Value of 2, this application of this maximum positive value limit can create some confusion in the proper application
of this section. This proposal clarifies the issue by providing a footnote to VO and modifies the text in 1401.6.6 to ensure that the
maximum value of 2 applies to VO.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirement.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirement.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirement.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No, the proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirement.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, it improves the clarity of the Code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, it does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, it improves the clarity of the Code.
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Affects HVHZ

Proponent
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Attachments

Kimberly Gilliam
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposal clarifies questions regarding the application of Table 1401.6.8.
Rationale
Column f in Table 1401.6.8 is the only table in Chapter 14 that is populated with a &quot;-&quot; line. The dash line could be read two
ways for occupancies other than an I-2: 1. As a &quot;0&quot;, potentially conflicting with &quot;Category d&quot; or; 2. As a
&quot;Not Applicable&quot; indicator. The column has been revised to show &quot;NA&quot;, which is then supported by a note at the
bottom of the table to state that &quot;NA&quot; means &quot;not applicable.&quot;
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirements.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirements.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirements.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None. The proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirements.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No, the proposed modification is a clarification and does not change the requirements.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes, the clarification improves the coordination of the Code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No, it does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No, the clarification improves the coordination of the Code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/20/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.4.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification adds a 4th exception for membrane penetrations made by luminaires.
Rationale
This proposed modification will harmonize the FBC-R with the FBC-B, Section 714.5.2 as approved by the Commission under
FS67-16. The proposal adds an additional exception which recognizes the listings of recessed incandescent and fluorescent can
lights, or enclosure materials which protect recessed can lights or troffer light fixtures, which have been tested as a ceiling membrane
penetration of fire-resistance-rated horizontal assemblies. There are currently twenty six UL listed can lights which incorporate integral
fire protection which have evaluated for use in fire-resistance-rated horizontal assemblies. Similarly there are eleven UL listed
enclosure materials which have been evaluated for their ability to protect penetrations in ceiling membranes by non fire rated can lights
or troffer light fixtures.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact industry as the exception is an optional compliance
path.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by permitting an alternate
path to comply with the main rule with the use of products listed for the purpose.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by harmonizing the FBC-R with the FBC-B.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Commission Action

Section

314.2.2
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Attachments

Bryan Holland
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification simply removes redundant language in the exceptions to smoke alarm installation requirements in existing
buildings.
Rationale
This proposed modification removes the redundant language in the two exceptions. The code doesn&#39;t need to tell us the smoke
alarm installation is exempt under these conditions within the exception.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact industry.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by adding clarity and
conciseness to the code.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by removing redundant language in the exceptions to the Section.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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Comments
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No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification updates the requirements for solar energy systems.
Rationale
This proposed modification updates the rules for solar energy systems be completely deleting the current R324 of the FBC-R and
replacing with R324 of the 2018 IRC, which represents the most current industry practices and related standards. This update also
harmonizes the FBC-R with the NFPA 70, NFPA 1, and NFPA 101 (FFPC) as these rules are already required within those standards.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposed modification will not impact the local entity relative to code enforcement as these rules are standard practice for all
solar energy installations.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance to building and property owners as these rules already exist in
other applicable codes and standards.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact industry.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This proposed modification will not change the cost of compliance or impact small business.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This proposed modification is directly connected to the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by updating out-of-date
rules for solar energy systems with the most current industry standards and practices.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposed modification improves and strengthens the code by completely updating the rules related to solar energy systems
with those already in practice by industry today.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposed modification does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposed modification enhances the effectiveness of the code.
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No
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Comments
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No

Alternate Language
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Related Modifications
RB 37-16
Summary of Modification
Current language could be misinterpreted to allow the placement of structures accessory to other dwelling units adjacent to another
unit without regard to fire separation distances. Clarify wording.
Rationale
Current language could be misinterpreted to allow the placement of structures accessory to other dwelling units adjacent to another
unit without regard to fire separation distances.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will not increase the cost of construction.This proposal is to provide clarity to an existing code section. No additional cost is
associated with this proposal.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.This proposal is to provide clarity to an existing code section. No additional cost is
associated with this proposal.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.This proposal is to provide clarity to an existing code section. No additional cost is
associated with this proposal.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction.This proposal is to provide clarity to an existing code section.
No additional cost is associated with this proposal.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Clarifies wording.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Clarifies wording.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Clarifies wording.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Clarifies wording.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/28/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.10.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB 62-16
Summary of Modification
Clarification and language cleanup Section 302.10 intended to apply to all insulating materials the sentence as is causes confusion
because it refers to two types of insulation materials
Rationale
This is simple clarification and language cleanup. Section 302.10 is intended to apply to all insulating materials but the sentence as is
causes confusion because it refers to two types of insulation materials, namely (1) facings such as vapor retarders and
vapor-permeable membranes and similar coverings and (2) all layers of single and multilayer reflective foil insulations. Therefore it is
better if they are shown in a separate sentence at the end of the section that way the sentence is clearer.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Will not increase the cost of construction Change is primarily editorial.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction Change is primarily editorial.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction Change is primarily editorial.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction Change is primarily editorial.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
clarification
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
clarification
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
clarification
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
clarification
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

310.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB96-16
Summary of Modification
Bulkhead enclosures change wording to area wells, clarification for size, depth, access, drainage and door opening.
Rationale
The language &quot;bulkhead enclosure&quot; has caused confusion for the users of the IRC. There are too many different definitions
of what they are. The common use of the term enclosure can be interpreted that the bulkhead must be covered similar to bulkhead
enclosures used for storm shelters. We do not believe this was the original intent. The purpose of this change is to clarify the intent of
the code and remove the reference to the bulkhead enclosure. We have removed the term and replaced it with area well. The access
requirements for an emergency escape and rescue door should not be any different than emergency escape and rescue windows. So,
we have duplicated the requirements from the window section to the door section. They are used for the same purpose and should
have identical requirements.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
clarification on design making compliance easier
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
will not impact cost
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
will not impact cost
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

will not impact cost
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
clarifies design for life safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
clarifies design for life safety
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
clarifies design for life safety
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
clarifies design for life safety
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/4/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

311.7.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB101-16
Summary of Modification
Handrail design and projection clarification
Rationale
Change to stair width section: The requirement for handrail projection currently included under R311.7.1, Width, is often overlooked.
Moving the requirement to the handrail section of the code will provide for better understanding and compliance without changing the
requirements for stair width.
New section - Handrail Projection: This new section provides the needed information related to handrail projection within the handrail
section to enable: clear recognition of the requirement, compliant design of handrails and improved enforcement of the code.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
clarification and helps add consistent interpretations
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on cost clarification could reduce cost
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact on cost clarification could reduce cost
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact on cost clarification could reduce cost
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
clarifies requirement addresses safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
clarifies requirement addresses safety
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
clarifies requirement addresses safety
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
clarifies requirement addresses safety
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/5/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

311.7.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB103-16
Summary of Modification
change in stairway height
Rationale
Change maximum stairway height to accommodate common height of ceiling and offer more flexibility.
This proposal would allow more flexibility and tolerance, without an increase in hazard. The increased floor to floor height would
require 20 risers to not exceed the 7-3/4 inch maximum riser height. But the additional riser would reduce the riser height to 7- 1/2
inches, thus reducing the overall slope of the stair run.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
no impact allows flexibility
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost impact can often save cost by eliminating additional landing
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost impact can often save cost by eliminating additional landing
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost impact can often save cost by eliminating additional landing
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
will not effect safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
allow for options and flexibility
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
does not effect materials
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
does not degrade the code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

311.7.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB107-16
Summary of Modification
The deleted phrase "continuous run of treads" predates the code definition of the term "flight", and is redundant. Flight is defined as: A
continuous run of rectangular treads or winders or combination thereof from one landing to another.
Rationale
The deleted phrase &quot;continuous run of treads&quot; predates the code definition of the term &quot;flight&quot;, and is redundant.
Flight is defined as: A continuous run of rectangular treads or winders or combination thereof from one landing to another. The deletion
of the text simplifies the code by sole use of the defined term &quot;flight&quot;.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
no impact, simply update aligning with definitions
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
no cost impact
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
no cost impact
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

no cost impact
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
alignment with current definitions provides the same safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
improves the code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
no effect
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
improves the effectiveness of the code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

312.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB117.16
Summary of Modification
clarification on location of guards
Rationale
There are two schools of thought about guards when the walking surface is adjacent to a sloping grade. One group says that a guard
is only required for that portion of the walking surface that is more than 30 inches above grade. The other group says that if a portion of
the walking surface is more than 30 inches above grade the entire walking surface must be provided with a guard. In some
circumstances the builder/designer of the walking surface may choose to place the guard all the way around such walking surface for
aesthetic reasons. But if the building department is of the opinion that the code regulates the entire guard, correction notices could
conceivably be written, for example, for improper spacing within a guard that is only 12 inches above grade. Because the code is not
entirely clear and because some code officials interpret the text as applying to the entire walking surface, this amendment is proposed
to clarify that guards are only require for those portions of the walking surface that pose a hazard.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
clarification no impact
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
no cost impact
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
no cost impact
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

no cost impact
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
clarification connected to life safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
improves code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
no effect
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
improves effectiveness
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

308.4.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Replace Mod 7812 with this mod.

Relates to glazing adjacent to doors.
Summary of Modification
Simplifies requirements related to glazing adjacent to doors.
Rationale
I am sorry, I missed the Public Comment 1 which was approved in Mod 7812. The Public Comment goes even further in simplifying the
section and I am submitting this in lieu of 7812 which I will withdraw at the appropriate time.

The current language is confusing and has the potential of creating a condition where the requirement for safety glazing may be
missed by reading the requirements literally. The way that the section is written, it only applies to glazing that is within the same plane
as the door or perpendicular to the plane of the door. If it is anything other than those two locations, it is unclear what is required. For
example, if the glazing is in a wall that is 45&#186; from the face of the door, neither requirement would apply. This proposal attempts
to clear up this confusion and increase safety. It changes the perpendicular wall to any wall not in the same plane as the door and
retains the 24 inches criteria. Therefore, the example discussed above would require that it comply with item #2 if the glazing is within
24 inches of the hinge side of an in-swinging door even though the wall is not perpendicular to the plane of the door. The Reason
provided by the proponent of Public Comment 1 with drawings is uploaded as a Support File.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The change simplifies the provision making enforcement easier because all parties will have a clear understanding of what is
required.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety simplifying a confusing provision of the code resulting in a greater likelihood of safe
installations.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by eliminating confusion which may lead to an unsafe condition.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

308.4.7

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Expand and simplify Figure 308.4.7
Rationale
This proposal is intended to provide information on Figure R308.4.7 with two callouts that describe the meaning of the figure,
consistent with the text of Section R308.4.7. In addition, as figure titles are not enforceable, an editorial change is proposed to the title
of the figure to more accurately reflect the meaning. Lastly, we have adjusted the 60 inch dimension at the landing for clarity. (ICC
RB73-16 - Proponent: ICC Building Code Action Committee.)
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The change simplifies the provision making enforcement easier because all parties will have a clear understanding of what is
required
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety simplifying confusing provisions of the code resulting in a greater likelihood of safe
installations.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by eliminating confusion which may lead to an unsafe condition.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

184
12/10/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

311.7.11

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
311.7.12
Summary of Modification
Allows alternating tread devices in areas with low occupancy,
Rationale
(Note: Reason is as provided by ICC proponent. JDB)

It is not uncommon to see small lofts or mezzanines in single family dwelling units. Providing a full stairway to these areas is onerous
because the required floor area for the stairway may significantly reduce the usable square footage in the house. There is a growing
popularity for so-called tiny houses and other smaller residences. This code change would provide a legal and safe way to access a
small loft area typically provided for these homes. The proposal includes an exclusion for kitchens and bathrooms where the only
access is via the alternating tread device or ships ladder. This is done to ensure that access to and egress from these facilities will be
via a normal stair or from the main floor of the dwelling unit.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
May lead to cost reduction via builder.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Reduces cost $2,000.00 per location per UF. (Evaluation. of the Cost Impact of 2018 ICC Prescriptive Code Changes,
Rinker-CR-2018-103, Final 1 June 2018, Rinker School, University of Florida)
http://www.floridabuilding.org/fbc/publications/Research_2017-018/UF/FinalReportCodeCostImpactDraft.pdf
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Reduces cost $2,000.00 per location per UF. (Evaluation. of the Cost Impact of 2018 ICC Prescriptive
Code Changes, Rinker-CR-2018-103, Final 1 June 2018, Rinker School, University of Florida)
http://www.floridabuilding.org/fbc/publications/Research_2017-018/UF/FinalReportCodeCostImpactDraft.
pdf
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by allowing an alternate to stairs in areas of low occupancy with no reduction in
safety,
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by allowing an alternate to full-fledged stairs in small buildings or areas with low occupancy with
no reduction in safety.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

316.5.4

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Use of fiber-cement panel, soffit, or backer board as a thermal barrier.
Rationale
(Note: Reason is as provided by ICC proponent. JDB)

During the previous IRC code cycle (INTERNATIONAL CODE COUNCIL 2012 - 2014 CODE DEVELOPMENT CYCLE Group B
(2013)) RB168-13 was approved and thereby added &quot;1/4-inch fiber-cement panels&quot; to the 2015 IRC R316.5.3 subsection
3.8 as an approved ignition barrier material (used in attics). In further support, the 2015 IBC Section 2603.5.7 includes &#188;-inch
thick fiber-cement as an ignition barrier over foam plastic sheathing.
By definition, &#188;-inch fiber-cement panel complying with ASTM C1186, Type A, or ASTM C1288, or ISO 8336, Category C, has a
flame spread of 0 and smoke developed index of 5 or less. In addition, the IBC (Sec. 1405.16) Fiber-cement siding ASTM C1186, Type
A or ISO 8336, Category C shall be permitted on exterior walls of Type I, II, III, IV and V construction.
Lastly attached are two test reports (SwRI Project number 01.16924.01.219a &amp; 01.12924.01.219b[1]) originally submitted as
substantiating data the supported the approval of RB168-13 (Group B 2013) and FS128-12 (Group A 2013). Both reports conclude
that the wall assemblies did not exhibit sustained flaming, thus meeting the acceptance criteria described in NFPA 268, Standard Test
Method for Determining Ignitability of Exterior Wall Assemblies Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source.
Bibliography: Performance Evaluation of a Fiber Cement Board and Spray Foam Wall Assembly in Accordance with NFPA 268, 2012
Edition, Standard Test Method for Determining Ignitibility of Exterior Wall Assemblies Using a Radiant Energy Source, SwRI Project
number 01.16924.01.219a, October 19th, 2012.
Performance Evaluation of a Fiber Cement Board and Rigid Foam Wall Assembly in Accordance with NFPA 268, 2012 Edition,
Standard Test Method for Determining Ignitibility of Exterior Wall Assemblies Using a Radiant Energy Source, SwRI Project number
01.12924.01.219b[1], November 27th, 2012.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on property owners. May lead to cost reduction based on materials used.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
May result in cost reduction based on materials used.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

May result in cost reduction based on materials used.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by allowing an alternate material of proven equivalency to be used as a thermal
barrier.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by allowing an alternate material of proven equivalency to be used as a thermal barrier.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/12/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Adds alternate materials for protecting the underside of projections.
Rationale
Reason: The proposal will bring the IRC and the IBC into agreement. Currently, the IBC provides options while the IRC has only one
method of compliance.
The IBC in Section 705.2.3 permits the use of Type IV construction, fire-retardant-treated wood or 1-hr fire-resistance construction
for combustible projections. The IRC in Table R302.1(1) and Table R302.1(2) only permits the 1-hr fire-resistance construction on the
underside. There is no 1-hr. fire-resistance assembly listed for roof eaves. As a result, users of the International Residential Code are
looking to the International Building Code for compliance with the requirement.

Cost Impact: Will not increase the cost of construction
The change only provides options. It does not mandate any requirements not permitted by ICC codes.
(Note: The modification was modified by the Committee to change Type IV construction to heavy timber and the change was Approved
as Modified. The Committee Reason follows. JDB)
Committee Reason: The modification deletes a term that is not used in the code and replaces it with one that is used. The proposal
offers a good solution for projections.
JDB - The change provides another alternate to the builder.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on property owners. May lead to cost reduction based on materials used.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Provides additional options and may result in cost reduction based on materials used.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Provides additional options and may result in cost reduction based on materials used.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by allowing an alternate material of proven equivalency to be used.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change impacts public health and safety by allowing an alternate material of proven equivalency to be used.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code by allowing the use of additional materials to accomplish the
purpose.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/6/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

703.14.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo1
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Add flame spread index provision for polypropylene siding.
Rationale
This proposal adds the requirements contained in FBC Building. The flame spread requirement is consistent with the requirements for
wood and vinyl.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This proposal will improve the enforcement of the code that is consistent with other approved materials and requirements found
FBC Building.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Will not increase the cost of construction.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The added requirements are consistent with those in the FBC Building requirements to ensure safe use of polypropylene siding.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal will improve the application of the requirements found in FBC Building.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This proposal will not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal will improve the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1005.8

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo8
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB359-16
Summary of Modification
ADDS A CODE SECTION TO REQUIRE INSULATION SHIELDS FOR FACTORY-BUILT CHIMNEYS AS IS NOW REQUIRED IN THE
CODE FOR VENTS.
Rationale
The codes currently require insulation shields for vents to ensure proper clearance to insulation so as not to cause a fire hazard, the
code should also require insulation shields for factory-built chimneys as they also require clearance to insulation and it represents a
fire hazard when one is not installed.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarification of code only so there should be no effect on code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Should not increase cost as the insulation shield should already be used.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Should not increase cost as the insulation shield should already be used.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Should not increase cost as the insulation shield should already be used.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The insulation shield should already be used, however, when the code does not specifically call it out as required many times it
gets overlooked so this will improve he life safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
It represents a fire hazard when one is not installed so this clarification should improve the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Clarification only so does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated
capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Clarification only so does not degrade the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

189
12/11/2018
3317

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

101.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Brad Schiffer
No

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Provides regulations for this additional type of housing if adopted by local ordinance.
Rationale
Appendix Q relaxes various requirements in the body of the code as they apply to houses
that are 400 square feet in area or less. Attention is specifically paid to features such as
compact stairs, including stair handrails and headroom, ladders, reduced ceiling
heights in lofts and guard and emergency escape and rescue opening requirements at lofts.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Provide guidance for communities that want to explore this type of housing.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Provide guidance for communities that want to explore this type of affordable housing.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Provide guidance for communities that want to explore this type of less costly affordable housing.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Provide guidance for small business in communities that want to explore this type of less costly
affordable housing.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Provide guidance for communities that want to explore this type of safe affordable housing.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Provide guidance for communities that want to explore this method of affordable housing.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/26/2018
3319

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

107.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Richard Schauland
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
No

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Please refer to the attached file. The documentation for this proposal exceeds the 300 character limit.
Rationale
This appendix was added to the code last cycle. The fire test reports provided by the submitter stated that the bales tested had a
density of 7.5 pcf. This section currently mandates a minimum bale density of 6.5 pcf. So, the appendix currently permits a 1- hour or
2-hour fire resistance rating for assemblies which have not demonstrated this level of performance in fire tests.
The ASTM E119 test involves measuring the temperature on the unexposed side of the specimen when it is exposed to heat from a
furnace. A more dense bale will delay the temperature rise on the unexposed side and perform better in this test. As such, the fire test
provided does not represent the worst case scenario, as it should.
Therefore, the 1-hour or 2-hour fire resistance rating should only be assigned to walls with bale density of at least 7.5 pcf, as no fire
test data has been provided for bales of lesser density.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There may be little impact to local entities relative to the enforcement of the code. Local entities would have to verify that the
bales meet the requirement through documentation provided.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposal may increase the cost of construction if a user intended to build a 1-hour or 2-hour rated wall with bales of a
density less than 7.5 pcf.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposal may increase the cost of construction if a user intended to build a 1-hour or 2-hour rated wall with bales of a
density less than 7.5 pcf.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There will no impact to small business because this proposal is for residential buildings only.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The proposal will ensure the safety and welfare of the general public by ensuring that the 1-hour or 2-hour rated walls are rated
as tested.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal does strengthen the Code, it ensures that the rated walls are built as tested.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposal does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal helps the effectiveness of the code by ensuring the rated wall is built as tested.

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Richard Schauland

Submitted

1/2/2019

Attachments

F7456-G1

Comment:
Mod. 7457 is related to this Mod.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/26/2018
3319

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

107.1.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Richard Schauland
Yes

Approved as Submitted
Pending Review

Comments
No

General Comments

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Please refer to the attached file. The documentation for this proposal exceeds the 300 character limit.
Rationale
This appendix was added to the code last cycle. The fire test reports provided by the submitter stated that the bales tested had a
density of 7.5 pcf. This section currently mandates a minimum bale density of 6.5 pcf. So, the appendix currently permits a 1- hour or
2-hour fire resistance rating for assemblies which have not demonstrated this level of performance in fire tests.
The ASTM E119 test involves measuring the temperature on the unexposed side of the specimen when it is exposed to heat from a
furnace. A more dense bale will delay the temperature rise on the unexposed side and perform better in this test. As such, the fire test
provided does not represent the worst case scenario, as it should.
Therefore, the 1-hour or 2-hour fire resistance rating should only be assigned to walls with bale density of at least 7.5 pcf, as no fire
test data has been provided for bales of lesser density.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There may be little impact to local entities relative to the enforcement of the code. Local entities would have to verify that the
bales meet the requirement through documentation provided.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This proposal may increase the cost of construction if a user intended to build a 1-hour or 2-hour rated wall with bales of a
density less than 7.5 pcf.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This proposal may increase the cost of construction if a user intended to build a 1-hour or 2-hour rated wall with bales of a
density less than 7.5 pcf.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There will no impact to small business because this proposal is for residential buildings only.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The proposal will ensure the safety and welfare of the general public by ensuring that the 1-hour or 2-hour rated walls are rated
as tested.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This proposal does strengthen the Code, it ensures that the rated walls are built as tested.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposal does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This proposal helps the effectiveness of the code by ensuring the rated wall is built as tested.

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Richard Schauland

Submitted

1/2/2019

Attachments

F7457-G1

Comment:
Mod. 7456 is related to this Mod.
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Total Mods for Fire in No Affirmative Recommendation: 7
Total Mods for report: 205

Sub Code: Building

F7850
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
2

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

202

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Marcelo Hirschler
No

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
None
Summary of Modification
Adds definition for SOFT CONTAINED PLAY EQUIPMENT STRUCTURE, a term that is used for regulation.
Rationale
Section 424 discusses children&#39;s play structures and a definition is being proposed for that. Items 3, 6 and 7 of 424.2 also talks
about &quot;soft-contained play equipment structures&quot;, and a definition is being proposed for that as well, to identify that
&quot;soft-contained play equipment structures&quot; are those that contain pliable materials.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Clarification - defines a term used in the code.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No effect
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves the code by clarifying a term
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
4

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

424.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Marcelo Hirschler
No

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Definition of SOFT CONTAINED PLAY EQUIPMENT STRUCTURE proposed to be added
Summary of Modification
Clarifies that both height and area limitations apply
Rationale
The intent of this code section is to protect children from exposure to fire in large play structures. Code officials have expressed a
concern that there have been instances where suggested structures were proposed where one of the dimensions (width or height) was
just slightly smaller than the cut off and the other one vastly exceeded the cut off. With the language requiring both dimensions to
exceed the limits this may be interpreted that, as long as as one dimension does not exceed the limits the other dimension has no
limits. That is not safe. The change should clarify that there is a limitation on each dimension.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Makes the code more restrictive by clarifying that both height and area apply separately.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Potential increase in cost but clarifies code intent.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Potential increase in cost but clarifies code intent.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Potential increase in cost but clarifies code intent.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves fire safety
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens the code
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not degrade the code
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/30/2018
7

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

720.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Marcelo Hirschler
No

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
This is clarification and cleanup. Section 720.1 is intended to apply to all insulating materials but the sentence causes confusion as is.
Rationale
This is simple clarification and language cleanup. Section 720.1 is intended to apply to all insulating materials but the sentence as is
causes confusion because it refers to two types of insulation materials, namely (1) facings such as vapor retarders and
vapor-permeable membranes and similar coverings and (2) all layers of single and multilayer reflective foil insulations. Therefore it is
better if they are shown in a separate sentence at the end of the section that way the sentence is clearer. Other appropriate insulations
and facings are also added.
The other change is that the correct section for reflective plastic core insulation materials (which are a subset of reflective insulation
materials) is 2614 and not 2613.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No cost impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No cost impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No cost impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No cost impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
No impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
No impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No impact - clarification, for incorrect code language
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/30/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

803

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Marcelo Hirschler
No

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
None
Summary of Modification
This modifies section 803 to make it more logical and adds two new products.
Rationale
This reorganizes section 803 to make it follow the testing logic, but it does not change any of the requirements (with two additions, as
described below).
Moving NFPA 286 to the beginning of the section is editorial, and is appropriate for more products and removes redundant language;
ASTM E84 remains an option for materials to meet; and the section as a whole becomes more enforceable as it is more easily
understood.
The two added sections (803.11 and 803.12, with section 803.11 becoming 803.13) address laminated wood products, either (a) with
the product factory-made and brought to the building as a finished product or (b) with a facing or veneer brought to the building and
installed over a wood substrate. Such products need special handling because they will behave differently and it has been shown that,
when veneers are applied over a wood substrate the resulting flame spread is much higher than when applied over gypsum board or
over a non-combustible substrate.
ASTM committee E05 on fire tests developed two different mounting practices for testing these types of products with ASTM E84. In
the case of factory produced panels, they have to be tested with ASTM E84 as a finished wood product. Therefore, the requirement in
ASTM E2579 (which is the mounting practice for wood products) is that the testing be done with the full product and, thus, there will no
need to retest for different substrates. Facings applied on site over wood substrates are tested using ASTM E2404 (which is the
mounting practice for wall coverings and has a special section for coverings with a wood substrate). In this case what is being tested is
the facing or veneer itself, and it is tested on a wood substrate, in the same way that wall coverings are tested.
Similarly, NFPA 286 contains sections that addresses testing of wall covering materials, including facings applied on site, and testing
of laminated products produced in a factory.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Easier code enforcement - also adds two new products
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Increase cost for veneered products only - the rest is editorial and logical
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Increase cost for veneered products only - the rest is editorial and logical
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Increase cost for veneered products only - the rest is editorial and logical
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Improves safety with regard to veneered products.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Improves safety with regard to veneered products.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
No discrimination
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Improves code enforcement
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Date Submitted
Chapter

196
12/14/2018
35

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

1

Proponent

Affects HVHZ

No

Attachments

Amanda Hickman
Yes

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
#7919
#7928
#7936
Summary of Modification
This modification updates the reference standards NFPA 80 and NFPA 105 to the most current editions.
Rationale
The purpose of this modification is to update reference standards NFPA 80 and NFPA 105 to the current editions (2019).
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
This modification updates reference standards to the current editions, thereby assisting code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
This modification only updates reference standards to their current editions, therefore, there is no cost impact.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
This modification only updates reference standards to their current editions, therefore, there is no cost impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

This modification only updates reference standards to their current editions, therefore, there is no cost
impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This modification updates the reference standards to their current editions. This includes periodic inspections for dampers, which
will promote the health, safety and welfare of the general public.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This modification updates the reference standards to their current editions, which improves the code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
This modification does not discriminate against materials, products, etc. It only updates reference standards to their current
edition.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
No. This modification improves the effectiveness of the code by updating reference standards to their current edition.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

197
12/13/2018
8

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

805.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
Yes

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
This Mod includes changes 805.3.1, 805.3.1.1, and adds Table 805.3.1.1(1), and Table 805.3.1.1(2)
Summary of Modification
Brings FBC-EB in line with FBC-B for where single exit buildings are permitted. The FBC-EB was becoming more stringent than for
new construction due to changes in the FBC-B.
Rationale
The following is extracted from the original ICC proponent&#39;s reason. Please see the Uploaded Support File for the entire text.

Reason: The current provisions are not keeping up with the allowances and changes in language for new buildings. This could be
interpreted as existing buildings being more restrictive than new construction. Many items match IBC new construction allowances
rather than allowing for additional options. To keep items correlated over time, the change to Section 805.3.1 is to allow for any option
permitted in new construction. The reasons for the changes to Section 805.3.1.1 are found below. What can be put in tables similar to
Table 1006.3.2(1) and Table 1006.3.2(2) has been made so to improve correlation and consistency over time.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for single exit buildings.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for single exit buildings. May result in a decrease in cost due to
FBC-EB becoming more stringent than FBC-B.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for single exit buildings. May result in a decrease in cost due to
FBC-EB becoming more stringent than FBC-B.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact the change coordinates and clarifies the provisions for single exit buildings. May result in a
decrease in cost due to FBC-EB becoming more stringent than FBC-B.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by coordinating, clarifying, and simplifying the provisions for single exit buildings.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by coordinating, clarifying, and simplifying the provisions for single exit buildings.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

198
11/21/2017
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

310.1.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Derek Wiechmann PG CBO
Yes

No Affirmative Recommendation
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

No

Alternate Language

Related Modifications
Under
R310.1.1 Operational constraints ........
Exceptions:
1. A casement window utilizing a cranking mechanism that does not delay the window to open to the minimum opening area per
R310.2.1 can be utilized as an emergency escape and rescue opening.
Summary of Modification
Under R310.1.1 Operational constraints ........ Exceptions: 1. A casement window utilizing a cranking mechanism that does not delay
the window to open to the minimum opening area per R310.2.1 can be utilized as an emergency escape and rescue opening.
Rationale
This needs to be clarified for some jurisdictions throughout Florida do not allow cranks on egress windows and it will describe further to
the window industries that there cannot be a delay in the window opening process in the event of an emergency
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact to local entity relative to code enforcement.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact to building and property owners relative to code enforcement.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
The impact to the construction industry relative to the cost of code compliance is a reduction in cost giving the builder more
egress window options and not limiting their sales or installations for casement windows utilizing cranks.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

The impact to small business relative to the cost of code compliance is a reduction in cost giving the
small business more egress window options and not limiting their sales for casement windows utilizing
cranks.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Yes because it further describes what is required for an egress window, making an improvement for life safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Yes because it further describes what is required for an egress window, and it allows for the use of different window types, it
strengthens the life safety code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
It does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
This code change will not degrade the effectiveness of the code.

1st Comment Period History
Proponent

Dick Wilhelm

Submitted

2/9/2019

Attachments

No

F7122-G1

Comment:
AAMA is opposed to the language (&quot;does not delay the window to open&quot;) as it is not a measureable metric.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/5/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.1

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Ann Russo5
No

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
503.1.4 - new
Summary of Modification
As roof areas are being used for other activities and functions, addresses these uses and related issues
Rationale
Many buildings are being built or altered to create an occupied roof. The code is not clear as to the requirements for these
&quot;spaces&quot;. Chapter 10 takes care of the means of egress requirements. But, the rest of the code does not address these
issues. Some areas are used as gathering spaces, dining areas, swimming pools, etc. The question has come up as to whether these
uses are an &quot;occupancy&quot;. Some jurisdictions classify them as occupancies and others do not. However, the fact is that the
code is an occupancy driven document. Therefore, we decided to use similar language in Section 302.1 combined with the language in
Section 1004.5. An occupied roof would be classified to an occupancy that it most resembles. For example, a roof off of a private office
would be classified as a Group B occupancy. However a roof above a restaurant would be classified as a Group A-2 occupancy.

We have also provided language stating that the height and area requirements do not apply to occupied roofs. We conducted a survey
of several building departments and code consultants and found that most respondents did not require an occupied roof to comply with
the height and area provisions of the code. We are also not aware of any issues with the use of a roof as an occupied space.
This proposal provides users of the code some guidance and clarification on how to apply the provisions to an occupied roof.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Assists and clarifies requirements tying it back to their use, and clearly illustrating requirements for design, plan review and
inspection
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Lowers impact due to uncertainty for the use planned and makes it easier for designer to focus on clear requirements
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
None expected
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

None expected
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
Allows for clearer requirements for such uses on roof area making is safer for users of the area
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
Strengthens Code due to clear definitions and uses local adopted classifications for design and enforcement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Does not and provides better focus and enforcement criteria
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Date Submitted
Chapter

11/29/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

2304.11

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Paul Coats
Yes

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
#7522 for Section 602.4 is a duplicate of this proposal which takes provisions from Chapter 6 and moves them to Chapter 23,
necessitating review by both the Fire Safety and Structural TACs.
Summary of Modification
This proposed modification takes the details for heavy timber construction out of Chapter 6 and consolidates them in Chapter 23.
Rationale
The proposed modifications were approved by the ICC membership and appear in the 2018 IBC. They do not change the technical
requirements for heavy timber but improve their usability. The changes shown reflect ICC code changes G179-15 (primarily),
G178-15, and G175-18, which were all Approved as Submitted by the General Code Development Committee and subsequently the
ICC membership (files are attached). The IBC General Code Development Committee made the following statement in the 2015 ICC
Report of Committee Action Hearing, for G179-15: &quot;The proposal provides necessary consolidation and eliminates duplicative
text between Chapters 6 and 23. The revised table is sorely needed to make help the users of the code. Moving the table to Chapter
23 is totally appropriate. The was comfort that with a detailed comparision this is a good clean up with no technical changes. As with
any major revision, there remained concerns that all pieces have been maintained and there might be some unintended
consequences. The new organization provides better logic for the requirements.&quot; See the uploaded file for the complete
rationale for the primary code change, G179-15, and a table comparing the locations of sections in the current code and what is
proposed. Reason statements for G175-15 and G178-15 can also be seen in the support files for the text.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
Enforcement of provisions may be easier.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There are no changed cost implications.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There are no changed cost implications.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
This reorganization and consolidation of heavy timber provisions in one location will promote better compliance and better
enforcement and therefore affects the safety and welfare of the general public positively.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
This reorganization and consolidation of heavy timber provisions in one location will improve the usability and application of the
code.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
Does not discriminate in any way.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
Retains the current effectiveness of the code and improves it.
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F7475
Date Submitted
Chapter

201
11/28/2018
3

TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

324

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

John Hall
Yes

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
No related modifications have been identified as necessary.
Summary of Modification
The modification provides for roof access pathways and location and spacing dimensions for rooftop mounted solar PV systems. First
responder safety is paramount. This provides safe access and egress during fire fighting operations.
Rationale
This modification provides for access pathways on roofs where photovoltaic panels are installed. This provides a safe path on the roof
for firefighters to perform ventilation operations. This modification provides the same measure of safety for first responders to
residential fires as for non-residential fires.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
There will be no cost impact relative to enforcement of the code due to this proposed modification. The inspection activity will be
performed during already required inspections that are regularly scheduled.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
There will be no cost impact to building and property owners for compliance. The modifications addresses only the location and
spacing of the solar equipment placed on the roof.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
There will be no cost impact to industry for compliance. The modification addresses only to one- and two-family dwellings and
townhouses.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

There is no impact to small business. The provisions are limited to one- and two-family dwellings and
townhouses.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The proposed modification has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
through provision of safe access paths for firefighters during fire fighting operations.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The proposed modification improves the code by making provision for safe access paths for firefighters during fire fighting
operations.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The proposed modification does not discriminate against any materials, products, methods, or systems of construction as none
are specified. The modification simply provides safe access paths for firefighters during firefighting operations.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed modification does not degrade the effectiveness of the code. The implementation of the code is enhanced through
the provision of safe access paths for firefighters during firefighting operations.
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

308.4.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

No

Attachments

Scott McAdam
No

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
RB79-16
Summary of Modification
clarification of R308.4.2 glazing adjacent to a door, addresses glazing not in plane with the door
Rationale
The current language creates the potential of creating a condition where safety glazing is required if the requirements are read literally.
The way that the section is written, it only applies to glass that is within the same plane as the door and perpendicular to plane of the
door. If it is anything other than those two locations, it is unclear what is required. For example if the glazing is in a wall that is
45&#186; from the face of the door, neither requirement would apply. This proposal attempts to clear up this confusion. It changes the
perpendicular wall to any wall not in the same plane as the door. Therefore, the example discussed above would require that it comply
with item #2.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
no impact, clarification
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
Will not increase the cost of construction
This proposal is a clarification and therefore would not change the cost of construction.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
no impact, clarification
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

no impact, clarification
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
clarification of requirement
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
clarification of requirement
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
clarification of requirement
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
clarification of requirement
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Date Submitted
Chapter

203
12/10/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

302.4.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Adds provisions for listed methods of penetrating a ceiling membrane with luminaries.
Rationale
The proposal adds an additional exception which recognizes the listings of recessed incandescent and fluorescent can lights, or
enclosure materials which protect recessed can lights or troffer light fixtures, which have been tested as a ceiling membrane
penetration of fire-resistance-rated horizontal assemblies. There are currently twenty-six UL listed can lights which incorporate integral
fire protection evaluated for use in fire-resistance-rated horizontal assemblies. Similarly, there are eleven UL listed enclosure materials
which have been evaluated for their ability to protect penetrations in ceiling membranes by non-fire rated can lights or troffer light
fixtures. (ICC RB54-16)
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact on enforcement of the code. The change adds accepted methods for maintaining the fire-resistance-rating at
penetrations of ceiling membranes.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on property owners. Provides an accepted method for maintaining fire-resistance rating at penetrations of horizontal
membranes. May result in savings passed on by the builder.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
May reduce costs. UF cites reduction of $2,000. Eval. of the Cost Impact of 2018 ICC Prescriptive Code Changes,
Rinker-CR-2018-103, Final Report 1 June 2018, Rinker School, University of Florida
http://www.floridabuilding.org/fbc/publications/Research_2017-2018/UF/FinalReportCodeCostImpactDraft.pdf
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

May reduce costs. UF cites reduction of $2,000. Eval. of the Cost Impact of 2018 ICC Prescriptive Code
Changes, Rinker-CR-2018-103, Final Report 1 June 2018, Rinker School, University of Florida
http://www.floridabuilding.org/fbc/publications/Research_2017-2018/UF/FinalReportCodeCostImpactDraft
.pdf
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by recognizing a tested and accepted method of maintaining the
fire-resistance-rating of ceiling membrane penetrations.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by recognizing a tested and accepted method of maintaining the fire-resistance-rating of ceiling
membrane penetrations.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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Date Submitted
Chapter

12/10/2018
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action

Section

308.4.2

Affects HVHZ

Proponent

Yes

Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Changes "perpendicular" to "not in" when referring to glazing adjacent to doors.
Rationale
The current language is confusing and has the potential of creating a condition where the requirement for safety glazing may be
missed by reading the requirements literally. The way that the section is written, it only applies to glazing that is within the same plane
as the door or perpendicular to the plane of the door. If it is anything other than those two locations, it is unclear what is required. For
example, if the glazing is in a wall that is 45&#186; from the face of the door, neither requirement would apply. This proposal attempts
to clear up this confusion and increase safety. It changes the perpendicular wall to any wall not in the same plane as the door and
retains the within 24 inches criteria. Therefore, the example discussed above would require that it comply with item #2 if the glazing is
within 24 inches of the hinge side of an in-swinging door even though the wall is not perpendicular to the plane of the door.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
The change simplifies the provision and should make enforcement easier because all parties will have a clear understanding of
what is required.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No impact on property owners.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
No impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

No impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety simplifying a confusing provision of the code resulting in a greater likelihood of safe
installations
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by eliminating confusion which may lead to an unsafe condition.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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TAC Recommendation
Commission Action
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311.7.3

Affects HVHZ

Proponent
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Attachments

Joseph Belcher for FHBA
No

Withdrawn
Pending Review

Comments
General Comments

No

Alternate Language

No

Related Modifications
Summary of Modification
Increases allowable vertical rise of stairs to 151 inches.
Rationale
(Note: Reason is as provided by ICC proponent. Proponent’s request for rise of 150 inches was increased to 151 inches by the Code
Action Committee. JDB)

Many custom and larger tract homes desire a 10 foot ceiling height and use 24 inch floor trusses. With actual wall framing height of
approximately 10 foot 1 inch, using nominal dimensioned lumber, and a sub floor thickness of 1-2 inches. This does not allow for any
variation in thickness for premium floor finishes, nor construction tolerances, which could put the stairs out of compliance and require a
landing. By giving some additional tolerance in the dimension the construction will have the same look and feel without creating an
inconvenience to the home builder.
The 2015 IRC modified this from the previous 144 inches (3658 mm) to allow 147 inches (3734 mm); under code proposal RB132-13.
This proposal would allow more flexibility and tolerance, without an increase in hazard. The increased floor to floor height would
require 20 risers to not exceed the 7-3/4 inch maximum riser height. But the additional riser would reduce the riser height to 7- 1/2
inches, thus reducing the overall slope of the stair run.
Fiscal Impact Statement
Impact to local entity relative to enforcement of code
No impact.
Impact to building and property owners relative to cost of compliance with code
No fiscal impact on property owners. Will allow greater flexibility in design.
Impact to industry relative to the cost of compliance with code
Increases flexibility for design and construction with no fiscal impact.
Impact to small business relative to the cost of compliance with code

Increases flexibility for design and construction with no fiscal impact.
Requirements
Has a reasonable and substantial connection with the health, safety, and welfare of the general public
The change impacts public health and safety by allowing greater flexibility in the design and construction of stairs with no
reduction in safety.
Strengthens or improves the code, and provides equivalent or better products, methods, or systems of construction
The change improves the code by allowing greater flexibility in the design and construction of stairs with no reduction in safety.
Does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities
The change does not discriminate against materials, products, methods, or systems of construction of demonstrated capabilities.
Does not degrade the effectiveness of the code
The proposed change upgrades the effectiveness of the code.
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